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Christ Lives? 
Dear Sir, 
1 have been told that 1 "knocked" other 
religions in my letter in the "Semper 
Floreat" (Week beginning 17/9/73). I will 
admit that Moslems can go to Mecca to sec 
the tomb of Mohammed, and Russians can 
file past the Kremlin to sec the burial place 
of Lenin and others. What can Christian's 
show? Where can Christian's pouit to, and say, 
"There are the remains of our founderl"? 
Christians can point to an EMPTY TOMBll In 
the Good News according to Luke, (24:1-8). 
this fact is revealed, "But on the Sunday 
morning very early they (some of the 
women who knew Jesus) came to the tomb 
(where Jesus was buried) bringing the spices 
they had prepared (to anoint the body of 
Jesus). Findbig that the stone had been 
rolled away from the tomb, they went inside; 
but THE BODY WAS NOT TO BE FOUND' 
While they stood utterly at a loss, all of a 
sudden two men in dazzling garments were 
at their side. They were tenificd, and stood 
with eyes cast down, but the men said, 
•WHY SEARCH AMONG THE DEAD FOR 
ONE WHO UVES? Remember what he told 
you while he was still in <3ablee, about the 
Son of Man: how he must be pvcn up into 
the power of sinful men and be cniciiied, 
and must rise again on the third day?" 
Our Lord has RISEN FROM THE DEADI 
This is a central pomt of the Christian's 
message. WE HAVE A RISEN LORD! 
And not only this, but since the Lord 
Jesus Christ has OVERCOME DEATH. 
He passes this victory onto his disciples, 
because He has removed the power it 
held over us. HE HAS SET US FREE 
FROM DEATHl This is something that 
other religjons just haven't got! 
Garcth W. Dick, 
Emmanuel College. 
Porn 
Dear Sir, 
'sex with a man', fln the same way wc 
debase the true (deal of marriage by 
perpetuation of ooly-nominally-
Christian marriage in a secular-pluralist 
society.) 
The problem, however, goes deeper than 
the need for a belief ui 'the validity of love 
between women'. It could rather be 
expressed as the need for commitment 
to the validity of Love, By this I mean 
much more than the conjoining of 
romantic and sexual love. Whilst the 
general absence of any scnsc-for-the-
romantlc on the part of the Australian 
male certainly docs impoverish our life-
style, our greatest need is to learn the 
pure self-giving love that is the fruit of our 
encounter wilh the Divine. The wonderful 
mystery of this highest Love Is that in 
the midst of self-giving wc And the 
fulTilment-in-depth that Coke-romance, 
Winfield-wit, or even Gay lib never even 
sought to plumb. 
True freedom can only be known when we 
choose to live in the pattern for which wc 
are made. Here lies the very fundament: 
male - female complementarity, the aeative 
interplay of manhood and womanhood. 
This is the perception that called forth Roma "The Invisible Lesbians" (Semper 13/9) ^ 
is to be thanked at least for a lucid look into lesbian jJJeVust iove'poTm (Generis 2:23). From 
sexuality. The pornographer'* view which ^^^^ ^^ j ^ ^ ^^^^ paui the pattern is 
treats men and women as no more than sex endorsed - "Therefore a man leaves his 
objects is well characterised. Once or twice Roma f^^•^^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^Qtj,ef and cleaves to his 
comes close to identifying the bankruptcy of much ^ ^ and they become one flesh." 
practice and prevalent attitudes to relationships ' 
and marriage. Yet she fails to see the 'banenness* 
of her alternative propositions. 
From a different view-point Roma slips and falls 
into the same enors. She enters into 
the fray over chauvinist, male-ve-femalc 
sexism, but the debate stays at the level 
of mere animality. 
Like the pornographer Roma focusses on 
sexuality itself. Her discusaon compares 
the 'scope of erectile tissue', the capacity for 
and duration of arousal. She uses the 
criterion of 'a more fulfilling experience* 
Qn love-making). Thus she is consistent 
when she likens the choice of a female 
rather than male partner to 'a picfeicnce 
for steak and chips'. On this image she seems 
to allow that for homosexual/lesbian 
relationships to become the norm would 
be beyound conception). 
The pursuit of fulfilment through sensual 
pleinues In themselves is always an escape 
and a betrayal of our essential humanness. 
Some competent psychological opinion 
believes the prevalence of this pattern, 
in the western world to be a Ufe-assertive 
defiance of the threat of death in our 
guflty, alienated culture. The lonely 
loveless extreme of this view is 
the Big Bright Green Pleasure Machine: 
the at-your-fingcrtips-push-button-electronics-
biab-pleasure-centie-stimulator. Ughl 
Yes Ronuu Oui sexist cultuie is debaang 
humanity by its focus on the priority of 
When we aspire to this khid of love in all 
our relationships, we cannot accept 
less than total and lasting commitment 
as the basis on which to enter the 
responsibility of a marriage. Do I have 
the nerve to speak of responsibility in| 
this day of liberation? I do indeed. Nothing 
less can fulfil and stabilise our restless human 
spirit. Despite many positive aims in the 
battle for women.s rights, Uberationists by 
and large have refused to face up to the 
real issue - the perverse deification of 
ERos. Sexism will only be defeated when 
eros is brought under the mle of Love. 
Because of this failure the false dichotomy 
between liberation and responsibility persists. 
The act of coupling, in the context of 
Loving commitment, has multifold 
agnificance. It beautifully symbolises the 
union of two persons, as well as building 
that unity: in expresdon of Love, 
its ecstasy foreshadows ultimate 
spiritual fulfihnent; it expresses mutual 
self-givmg and commitment that provide 
security for each partner, and prepare them 
for the joint gbving of parenthood. TTius 
when Christians call for chastity it is no 
negative constraint driving a wedge 
between romance and sex. It is, rather, 
a high calUng to give both romance and 
sex their proper place as dynamics in the 
unification of man and woman. 
When will Uberationists throw off then; 
bondage to the sex war? When will Women's 
lib drop tiic gaol of equality of licence, and 
sound a clarion call for responsibility on the 
part of men? Then Liberation will be 
coming to maturity. 
John Dicsendorf 
Litter 
Dear Editor, 
Just in case someone should wonder 
about the inevitable spread of papers, 
cans and muck that engulf every inch 
of the umversity grounds by mid-aftemoon, 
let mc explain. This umversity is tha training 
ground for an elite class who take their 
position in the real worid behind desks that 
arc cleared for them, walk on floors that 
are swept and polished for them, and gaze 
through windows that are cleaned for 
them onto lawns that arc mowed, raked 
and de-Uttered for them, Naturally, students 
^ u l d practise leavmganything and 
cveiylhing anywhere and evciywhere 
witlUn the confines of the university 
walls so as to be confident and skilled m 
both the expertise and overt behaviour 
associated with their chosen profession. 
B.M. 
Well done... 1 
Dear Sir, 
It is with many regrets, and much concern to the 
staff of the union, to sec that Bob l^tchell has 
resigned from the Union after fourteen years of 
faithful and loyal service. He came here 
with his uncle Joe Malley, in 1959. Joe 
Malley founded the Refectory and Bob 
Mitchell took over from him when he 
retired. He devoted his life to the 
Unioh, working seven days a week and 
even nights too. He never complained 
about his work and always found time 
to listen to our problems. His understanding 
of the women and their problems was very 
reassuring. 
When he and the otiiers working here, 
should have been gohig home, he would 
stay back if one of the many machines 
would stop workuig and he would fix 
it in his ovm time. It did not matter 
what appliance would stop working, 
he could and would fix it. 
Oh Yes! He will be remembered by all 
the staff. He was really a great man and 
a jolly good Christian. We wish him 
the very best in whatever he does. 
From the Staff of tiie Refectory. 
Auj^rAliA pArTY GoRdOn baRtON anD the FutUrE 
THIS WEEK THAT WASNT 
In what must be one of the all time 
early starts to an election campaign, 
Gordon Barton dropped hito Brisbane-town 
this week (the question is, is this his only 
visit to Queensland during the Senate 
campaign?/rhe one Senate vacancy 
he expects the A.P. to fill obvioualy l» 
not hi Queensland), gathered his tiuee 
local hopefuls and addressed a smIUer 
aowd tiian did Taricj Ali, tiie only otiier 
notable non-local to address a lunch time 
rally for some time on campus. It probably 
would rank high on the non-event of the 
week list 
Whereas he said too Uttle, too ambiguously 
(he is acting the poUtician of coarse) the Senate 
candidates said notiiing, which may have been 
advisable in view of Mrs. Joan Wright's comment} 
(she is tiieir number two) reported hi THE 
AUSTRALIAN of Friday tiie 28«i (Earth 
day up here): "I thhik Senator Gair is a 
wonderful old man.» You're not gohig 
to get the highest efficiency and 
productivity If conditions are made easy 
for people not to work". This bitter 
remark must worry environmentalists 
and countei-culturists. 
Gordon Barton, I feel, underestimates the 
poUtical nous of the Queensland electorate. 
We can't possibly be as conservative as his 
speech impUed we were, particularly when 
it comes to problem solving ui the area of the 
environment, or with respect to our attitude 
to AustraUan investiment hi the third world. 
Surely one who advocates home ownership 
and control of OUR domestic economy 
(he does, doesn't he?) would be more 
sensitive to the aspirations of the working 
people of Fiji, whose economy sojne suggest 
is being significantiy affected by 
Australian plantation ownership. He did not 
handle weU questions on this issue, ot on 
what he meant by Uie use of the word 
"coshimers" when referring to our 
Asian neighbours. 
Yet one can see that Barton and some of 
his poUcies would appeal to disenchanted -
hi light of the weeks bedroom faUouts 
one should say "divorced" - Liberals. 
Surely this week has been more fun 
thah the best knock-me-downs of the 
Liz and Dick Burtons. You would need 
a Ph D. in mathematics to arrive at aU 
the different combhutions posdble in the 
coaUtion stakes. That rendnds me, what 
did M/s Wright mean by her remarks 
about Gail? 
It was tiie week when THE COURIER-
MAIL pubUshed an editorial titied 
"Mr. Sneddon's Deatii \Wsh" (Sat 29/9). 
BiUy Mackie again has saved Gough. It 
wiU take something other than the 
opposition, married, separated, or having 
it off in any other way, to frighten the 
government for sometime. What should 
frighten them though, what wiU possibly 
beat them, is another Galston, Pedder, 
Black Mountam, or possibly even a 
Brisbane Freeway. 
When one week after Galston (the 
Rmamatta by-election it used to 
be known as) the "CM," can write, 
"The prospects of the Liberal Party 
returning to power in Canberra have 
been sent plummetting" one can 
imaguie Barton draggbig hi converts 
from the libs. Where else can they go? 
In conclusion, I must praise Gordon 
Barton - not particularly for giving 
birtii to and nurturing the A.P. - but 
for financing NATION REVIEW, which 
regardless fo whatever it is, or isn't 
just had to be so much better than 
anytlung else around, for his open 
ktter on 'Webuna; and, TO THE EXTENT 
tiiat he and the party (I must remember there 
is an A.P.) are on side with respect 
to Uie environment, for just being 
around. HopefuUy one day )ve wiU 
have political parties vymg to give the 
electorate parccb of GOOD LIFE rather 
than the presentiy offerred parcels of 
more monotonous jobs, consumer 
"destructibles" and rates of growth. 
When tiiat day comes Uie AP., if it 
regahis its present stance, vnU find 
itself old hat. T.J. 
The Union v.ould like to ascertain hovi many students/ 
staff, etc., would, be. intereated. if. a^  crechje. were. est-, 
ablished on or near campus for loolcingafter,.^ re--
kinder garten children. /piSeit'ctSfhcnWB^^ 
/i^<^3 ggy^ftne 
This article was produced by John Roberts and John Davidson for the Nixon 
Research Project, P.O. Box 295 CoUingwood Vic. 3065 
BACKGROUND TO THE 1?72 
ELECTION 
Sources: NACLA Election Project, NACLA's 
Latin America and Emphe Report, October 
1972. Who Really Rules America? by Richard 
Pelton, New Engkind Free Press. 
AMERICAN PARTY POLITICS 
Established poUtics in the United States 
are primarily struggles between various 
financial groups and business alliances, 
traditionaUy these alliances take tiie 
organizational form of poUtical parties -
RepubUcan or Democratic. (These groups 
and their mter-relatlonship are discussed 
a bit further in Section "Nwon and Busmess") 
Ordinary citizens cannot run for U.S. 
President unless backed by big business, if 
only because of the cost - the 1968 election 
cost the candidates $100 miUion, 85% 
of it coming from businessmen and theh 
famiUes. 
Since the Second Worid War the different 
financial groups have been moving clo,se to 
eash other both through business mergers, 
and as a response to the common crisis facing 
them aU from outside the business community. 
They need the American Federal Ciovernment 
to regulate the economy, attempt to regulate 
the worid economy, "contain communism," 
protect and extend the U.S, Emphe abroad, 
and maintain law and order at home. 
Under RockefeUcr leadership, the main 
U.S. financial gioups have organised themsel-
ves uiformaUy uito what NACLA caUs a "bi-
partisan business coaUtion." Their common 
economic necessity to control the White 
house is put atiead of party loyalty. So 
they select and promote specific 
candidates from both major parties. In 
1968 they chose Humphrey from the 
Democrats and Nixon from tiie RepubUcans. 
The pretense of a choice between two 
candidates concealed the reaUty - two 
sunUar sets of poUcies with exactiy 
the same backers:e,g. sbc members of the 
Ford family contributed $68,250 to tiie 
RepubUcans and $50,000 to the 
Democrats (figures from "Financing the 
1968 Election" by Herbert Alexander). 
NIXON'S RISE TO POWER 
hTixon, a representative of the smaU 
but expanduig Los Angeles group, was 
used to forge an alliance with the 
big Eastern financial groups. In 1952 
he was placed on the Eisenhower 
ticket by the RockefeUers. Pepsi Cola 
(a RockefeUer company) took him on 
as a lawyer after his poUtical defeats m 
1960-62. Nbcon lost tiie 1960 
election because not aU the primary 
financial raoups supported hhn. John 
P.-Kennedy wasBackeJly a powerful 
alUance of non-RockefeUer groups, Texas, 
Florida and MineapoUs secondary groups, 
and various independent businessmen and 
corporations. Nixon was backed by 
RockefeUer, the mid-West and Western 
groups. In any case, JFK's election 
platform was more "hardUne" than 
Nbcon's (he accused the RepubUcans of 
neglecting defence and of not protecting 
America's overseas interests), and he had 
a certain charisma and pnnuiar foUowing. 
Kennedy narrowly won the election. 
When he took power, however, he lost 
the support of his major backers after 
the Bay of Pigs fiasco, the CIA overthrow 
of Diem and after encouragfaig and bowing 
to the Qvil Rights Movement, The 
"bipartison business coaUtion" moved 
to oppose the Kennedys leaving them 
supported only by their own independent 
financial base. 
THE THREAT OF THE KENNEDYS 
Over the last decade, conflict m U.S. 
party poUtics has centred around this 
ambitious Kennedy organisation. Based 
on independent miUionaircs and utUizuig 
charismatic figures, the Kennedy macliinc 
lias repeatedly threatened the poUtical 
power of the estabUshed business groups. By 
alliance with some of those groups 
they got John Kennedy into the White House 
m 1960. By aUiance wiUi extra parUamcntary 
mass movements hi 1968 they may wcU have 
got Robert Kennedy tiiere too. Kennedy was 
assasshiated (see also Nixon and Big crime.) 
The major financial groups are hi no mood 
to put up with another Kennedy ChaUenge, 
This was Uie central factor hi the 1972 
election. 
NIXON'S 1972 - AN ELECTION 
"LANDSLIDE" 
Sources: NACLA Election Project NACLA's 
Latin America and Empire Report, 
October, 1972. Newsweek Magazme, 
September 18,1972. Tune Magazine 
October 30,1972. Other Sources as noted. 
BIG BUSINESS'S STRATEGY TO RE-ELECT 
NIXON 
President Nuton's "landsUde " win last 
November was ensured by a bi-partisan busmess 
coaUtion, not by Nbcon hunself, the American 
people, nor the RepubUcan Party as such. Nbcon's 
role was to keep away from the campaign, rest 
on Ills laurels as a "statesman" and to organise, 
through his White House aides, the recruiting of 
sabotage and espionage units from his Los 
Angeles power base, the anti-Castro Cuban 
community in Florida and from the 
C.I.A. 
These units destroyed McGovem and other 
possible Democratic candidates. The 
Watergate bugging was only one of their 
operations. 
NIXON DEVELOPS HIS TACTICS 
During his first Presidential term, Nixon 
had served big business wcU (sec 
"Nbcon and Business"). The informal 
coaUtion unanimously backed him for 
re-election. They also tried to back 
a "phantom" opponent from the 
Demoaatic Party to preserve the 
appearance of democracy. However, the 
coaUtion's power inside the Democratic 
Party was seriously weakened by rule 
changes governing the representation 
of delegates to the party Convention 
and by a concerted Kcnnedy-McGovem 
drive for the Presidential nomination. 
The coalition was on the defensive inside 
the Democrats. McGovem and Kennedy 
were speaking to real social discontents-
poverty, unemployment, racial discrunm-
ition, the war and so on. They were 
buUding a base on these issues outside 
the Party lo give them a springboard 
to power Uiside the party. They were 
backed only by the Kennedy group 
of "hidependent mUUonahos." AU 
of big business "backed" Humphrey. 
Muskie or Jackson as the Democratic 
candidate. 
ReaUy these big busuiess men backed 
Nbcon. So that they didn't have to openly 
declare themselves as Nbcon men, in order 
to maintain the appearance of a two-party 
choice, Nixon and his top aides set up a 
SLUSH FUND. 
A "Slush Fund" is a secret fund used 
to finance the more unsavoury aspects 
of poUtics. Nixon had been pubUcly 
caught runnuig a slush fund when he 
was Vice-preadential candidate m 1952. 
[n last 1971, Congress passed a new 
Federal Election Campaign Act 
requiring the fuU disclosure of 
$100-end-over donors. This Act 
didn't take effect untU April 7,1972, 
after which date Democratic "fat cats" 
could no longer secretly contribute 
to Nbcon. 
Nbcon set up the Committee for the 
Re-election of the President to raise 
money, run the slush fund, organise 
"dhty Uttie tricks," and (almost 
hicidentaUy) to run the election 
campaign. 
COMMITTEE FOR THE RE-ELECTION 
OF THE PRESIDENT (CRP) 
The 1972 U.S. elections included 
Congress and State Governors as weU 
as for the President. The RepubUcans 
set up dUTerent Campaign Committees 
for each candidate, and aU were supposedly 
co-ordinated by the RepubUcan National 
Committee. 
Chairman of the Committee for the 
Re-election of the President (CRP) 
was Nixon's former Secretary of 
Commerce, Maurice Stans. OveraU 
direction was by the Campaign 
Manager John MitchcU, who took 
on this job even before ho resigned 
as U.S. Attorney General. CRP 
headquarters were hi a Washington 
office block one fioor above Nbcon's 
and MitchcU's old law firm (Mudge, 
Rose, Guthrie and Alexander). 
PSYCHIATRY - AN AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE 
George McGovern's vice-presidential running mate, Tom Eagleton, was forced to step 
down in August, 1972, when it was disclosed that he.had previously had psychiatric 
treatment. 
However, Richard Nixon has TWICE undergone psychiatric treatment: 
- In I960 when defeated by JFK for U.S. President. 
- In 1962 when defeated by Pat Brown for Governor of California. 
After this defeat Nixon called a press conference at which he screamed at reporters -
"Well you won't have Richard Nixon to kick around anymore!" (Melbourne Herald, 
August 18,1972). In addition, Richard Nixon had several treatments by Manhattan 
psychosomatic specialist Arnold A. Hutschnecker in the 1950's (Newsweek, August 
7,1972). 
Pf^ 4 
Muskie was slurred as a racist in a letter published in the NewHampshire"Union Leader" over the signature oPPaul Morrison.' This 
letter helped to damage Muskie's reputation for stability by provoking him to indignant tears. The deputy director of White House 
communications, Ken Clawson, has now admitted that he wrolc it. 
In Oclobcr 1971. James W. McCord 
As,wcblcs, a private security agency , 
was appointed Security Co-ordiantor 
for both Ihc CRP and the Republican 
National Committee. There were 
the only "clients" McCord had. He 
was with the CIA for 19 years and had 
been CIA Security Oiief until 1970. 
(Newsweek, Sept. 18,1972), 
Oiicf funil-iaiscr for the slush 
fund was Maurice Stans, assisted 
by Wliitc House aide G. Gordon Liddy 
(a former I'Bl agent). By April 
7, Ihcy had collccled $10 miUion 
from anonymaus donors, (Time 
July 10,1972). 
Treasurer for the CRP was Hugh 
W. Sloan, previously a Wliite 
House aide. Deputy Director was 
Jcb Stuart Magrudcr, another 
lop White House aide, Stans 
Mitchell, Magruder and Nixon's 
personal lawyer, Herbert Kalmback, 
had authority to approve payments 
from CRP funds (Time, October 
30,1972). 
Also on the CRP were Robert 
Mardian, formerly with the 
Internal Security Office of the 
Justice Department and a go-bctwccn 
for Ni,\on and Los Angeles business 
(Ramparts, September, 1972). Time 
majiazinc, October 30, claims there 
was also a "high White House official" 
on Ihc CRP, either Nixon's Chief 
of Staff, Harry R. llalderman or his 
Advisor for Domestic Affairs, John 
D. LrUeliman. (Sec the following 
Section, "The Cocoon of Power," for 
brief biographies of these men.) 
I'LUMIU-RS AND THE DIRTY 
TRICKS DKPARTMENT 
In mid 1971, John D. Krllehiiian, told 
his assistant i;gil (Bud) Krogli to form 
a "plumbing cicw" to stop leaks 
such as the Pentagon Papers, The 
plumbing crew become the Wliilc 
House "Dirty Trick.s" department 
under the direction of "Mr. I'ix-It" 
CIviiks W. Colson (Special Counsel to 
the Piesident) who recruited Ii. Howard 
Hunt (former CIA agent) and G. Gordon 
Liddy (former h'BI agent and Treasury 
official). Also involved were Peter 
Flanigan, Nixon's advisor on Ixonumic 
Affairs (implicated in the I.T.T. and 
Postal Bonds scandals) and Munay 
Oiotiner, and old Nbcon crony and 
mob lawyer. (Time, June 8,1970 
and Newsweek, September 18,1972). 
Tiic initial task for these men was 
White House internal security. 
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ESPIONAGE AND SABOTAGE 
In early 1972, Hunt spent a lot 
of time and money investigating the 
Oiappaquidick incident and anything 
else that might harm Ted Kennedy 
(Ncwjiweek, October 2,1972). Kennedy 
was the big fear and drastic measures were 
prepared in case he got the Democratic 
nomination - see "Squad 19" in box 
•at the end of article, Nixon also set 
up a l6-man Military Reserve Unit 
under his Office for Emergency Planning 
and Preparedness. McCord was in this 
unit, whose job was lo draw up plans 
for rounding up radicals and leftists 
in the event of an "emergency". 
By February or March, 1972, however, it 
was becoming clear that Ted Kennedy 
himself would not run for Prcsidcni and 
that George McGovem was the Kennedy 
Advisor, Harry Dent, told Time (July 10,1972) 
"Some people around here arc about 
to piss in their pants waiting for him 
(McGovern) to gel the nomination." 
(Dent, incidentally, was dropped from 
tiic White House staff after Nixon's 
re-election). 
It was at this time that Hunt was 
transfcned to the CRP by Dwight 
Cfcapin (Special Assistant to 
Ihc President and right-hand man of 
Oiicf of Staff Hatdcnian). Liddy had 
been transfcned in December 1971 
(Newsweek, September 18,1972). 
Hunt's initial job was to set up 
CIA-style conduits for the slush 
fund with names such as "Supporters 
of the American Dream", Hunt recruited 
a CIA friend who had served under 
him al the Bay of Pigs, Bernard Barker, 
to get together a team from the Cuban 
exile community, Liddy paid Barker 
at least SI 14,000 for this, getting 
the money from Sloan and aulliorized by 
.Magruder (Newsweek, Septt'mbcr 18 
and Time, October 30). But more about 
that later. 
In late 1971, Dwight Chapin and Gordon 
Strachan (Staff a.ssistant to Hardcrnian) 
had recruited a Los Angeles lawyer Donald 
Scgrctti to "disrupt political raUics, 
plant people in Deniocmlic headquarters and 
get Democratic stationery." (Newsweek, 
October 30 and Tinic, Oclobcr 23,1972) 
Scgrctti leciuitcd other agents and worked 
mainly in the mid-West. He was paid S35,000 
from the CRP by Herbert Kalmback (Time 
October and Newsweek, February 12,1973). 
At this stage the "dirty tricks" were being 
directed against other Democratic conlcndcrs 
to pave the way for "easy mark" McGovern. 
Ed, Muskie lost much big business support 
by sayuig he would lower the oU 
depletion aUowance (Nbion said he would 
raise it). Muskie was slurred as a racist 
in a letter pubUshcd in the New Hapshire 
"Union Leader" over tlic signature 
of 'Paul Morrison.' Tliis letter helped to 
damage Muskie's rcputaUon for stabiUty 
by provoking him lo indignant tears. The 
< Squad 19> 
If Edward Kennedy had been nominated as Democralic Candida M seems 
that Nixon planned drastic action. A forth-commg book Tiie Glass-
HOusc Tapes" by a former Los Angeles police undercover agent, Louis 
Tackwood, describes the formation of 'Squad 19' by the U s Angeles pohce 
conspiracy section and the FBI:-
"Tlic plan entailed planting a number of agents provocateurs 
both inside and outside the 1972 RcpubHcan convention (at 
that time planned for San Diego). Agents were lo infiltrate the groups 
planning demonstrations against the war and poverty. At the time 
of the demonstrations, these agents were to provoke street battles 
with police sunounding the convention hall. Meanwhile, agents 
inside the convention hall were to plant explosives timed to blow up 
coincidental with the riots inthe streets. The purpose is to kill a number 
of delegates. 
"The result would be to create a nationwide hysteria that would then 
provide President Nixon with the popular support necessary to 
declare a State of National Emergency. 
"Orders came directly from the State Department of Justice, 
District Attorney Evelle Younger, on these special squads. 
"Nbcon would then arrest all militants and left-wing revolutionaries 
and cancel the 1972 elections. He could invoke special emergency 
powers leading to the detention of political activists, Martial law would 
be achieved." 
(Quoted in "Why was Martha Mitchell kidnapped?" in Tlie Realist 
August 1972, by Mae Brussel). 
Nixon did form a 16 man Military Reserve Unit under his Office 
of Emergency planning and Preparedness to deal with the necessary 
arrangements for rounding up radicals. McCord, caught spying in the 
Watergate and security chief for both the CRP and the r<epublican 
National Committee, was a member of this unit. 
However, until this book is published it is difficult to evaluate its claim. 
a bank cheque and flew lo Washington to 
give it to Stans. Stans pave it to Hugh W. 
Sloan who gave it to Liddy who paid 
Bernard Barker in Miami. 
This was all discovered by the U.S 
General Accounting Office (an autonomous 
Government auditing bureau) and the 
CRP has subsequently been charged 
with violations of the Election (Campaign 
Act and lined S8,000 for "faiUng to 
keep proper records"! (Melbourne Age, 
January 29,1973). 
liddy also paid Barker five other cheques, 
totalling $89,000. When Barker was caught 
inside the Democratic National Committee 
headquarters (i.c. "the Watergate") on June 17, 
he had on Wm $6,000 in new $100 bills. 
There were traced back through his bank 
deputy director of While Hou-W communications, account and the conduit for CRP funds 
Ken Qawson, has now admitted that he wrote uncovered by Newsweek and Washington 
it. Muskie said that his efforts were systcmaticaUy Post reporters. New.weck, September 18, 
sabotaged. Forged documents were issued in again lold the story.-
his name in his campaign envelopes -
mcludbg one alleging that Hubert Humphrey and l-'our Texas democrats donated $89,000 
Henry Jackson (another contender) had in four cheques to Nixon's campaign. They 
both engaged in illicit sexual activities gave the money to Robert H. Alien, CRP 
XTimp, October 23,1972). Forged Democratic finance chairman for Texas. Allen is 
posters were also put up associating Muskie 
co-chabman as CRP fund-raiser for the South-
West. 
Winchester gave the four cheques to CRP 
treasurer Sloan who gave them to Liddy. 
Liddy paid Barker, Tills roundabour route 
was necessary to "launder" the money so the 
original donors would not be exposed. 
Sloan has since claimed that he didn't 
know what Liddy was doing ivith the money, 
and that he asked for the whole $114,000 
back. In mid-May, Liddy "repaid" Sloan 
SI 12,000 (this was in fact a "new" lot of 
money), and on May 25, the two of them 
took $350,000 from Stans' safe in the 
CRP office and deposited it in the CRP 
account with the Fust National Bank of 
Washington, using a false deposit slip, 
claiming the money was left over 
from the 1968 Presidential campaign. 
The Government Accounting Office is 
also investigating this transaction. 
SfT* 
with unpopular policies • 
such as "Muskie for Busing" (Newsweek, 
October, 30th, 1972). 
THE SLUSH FUND COMES UNSTUCK 
Although the CRP had raked in ten 
million dollars in secret contributions, they 
blew a mere $25,000 donarion and exposed 
the whole operation. Newsweek, September 
18,1972, explained the story:-
Swayne 0 . Andreas, a Minneapolis 
soy bean magnate and long-time Humphrey 
backer (bi 1972 he contributed $75,000 
to H.H.H.'s primaries) phones 
Kenneth Dahlbcrg, CRP finance Chairman 
for tho Mid-West, on April 5 ,1972. Iks 
offered $25,000 lo NUon if it would 
be kept secret. Dahlbcrg phones Maurice 
Stans (CRP CHuurman) in Washington to 
record the amount and beat the April 
7 deadline under the new Election 
Oimpaign Act. However, he did not 
get the money til he met Andreas on a 
golf course on April 9. The next day 
Dahlbcrg converted the cash into 
president of Gulf Resources and Chemical 
Co. In April, 1972, this company, which 
owned by 
dosed its Mwxican operations in 1969, phoned 
$100,000 through to a Mexican firm owned by 
Allen and a man named Creel. The bank used 
was Banco International of Mexico Qty, 
Creel is partner hi a law firm with Manuel 
Ogarrio Daguerrc. The firm represents 
Gulf Resources and Chemical in Mexico, 
as well as several other big U.S. Firms. Using 
Banco International, four cheques totalling 
$89,000 were issued In Ogarrio's name. They 
were personally carried to WashbiRton by 
Roy J. Winchester of Houston, Allen's 
In addition to this, Sloan admitted in 
the Watergate trial that lie paid Liddy 
at least $156,000 from CRP funds 
(Melbourne Age, February 5,1973) 
and Jcb Magrudcr has admitted authorizing 
$250,000 for "political intelligence operations" 
(Time, October 30,1972). 
THE WATERGATE CAPER 
Bernard Barker received the five cheques 
from Liddy m Mid April, and deposited 
them all ($114,000 worth) in the 
account of his real estate company, 
Barker Associates, with the Republic National 
Bank of Miami on April 20. In the next 
four days he several times phoned the CRP 
and spoke to Liddy. On April 24 he 
withdrew $25,000 and the next day started 
buying electronic bugging equipment 
*' I am certain a Gallup poll would show that the great 
majority of the people would want to pull out of Vietnatn. 
But a Gallup poll would also show that a great majority of 
the people would want to pull three or more divisions out of 
Europe. And it would also show that a great majority of the 
people would cut our fedence budget. Polls are not the answer" 
President Nixon to C.L. Sulzberger, New York Times, 10.3.72. 
t^J 
_ _ — _ p^gg 
Martha Mitchell started talking about "dirty tricks" and said she'd given husband John an ultimatum to get out of politics. The phone 
was snatched away by new CRP security chief Steve King, she was thrown onto a bed and injected with a drug in the backside. 
CHme, July 3,1972) which eventually 
cost $30,000. On May I, he withdrew 
$33,000. On May 8 he phoned Howard 
Hunt In Washington twice and the CRP 
headquarters once and then withdrew the 
remaining $56,000 from the bank. 
By this time Barker had recruited three 
anti-Castro Cubans - Frank Sturgis, 
Eugcnio Martinez and Virgitio Gonzalez 
(sec "The Cocoon of Power" for 
more details). 
"Tlie Watergate" is a hotel and office complex 
in Washington. The Democralic National 
Committee (DNC) had their headquarters 
there. Over the road (sec sketch) was the 
office of Patricia Harris' and Sargent 
Shriver's law firm. Patricia Hanis was DNC 
credentials chief and Shrivcr is a Kennedy 
brother-in-law and was eventually the 
Democrats vice-ptcsidentiai candidate. The 
battle for credentials within the Democrats 
was being won by the Kenncdy/McGovcrn 
machine in theu- struggle against the bipartisan 
business coalition. 
On May 16 Harris'and Slirivcr.s'office 
was burgled and perhaps bugged, apparently by 
the Hunt-Barker crcf (New.weck, September 
18). On May 26, James McCord (CRP and 
Republican National Committee Security 
chief), Barker and the tluec Cubans checked 
into the Watergate hotel using aliases from 
Hunt's books (he writes spy stories). Tlicy 
broke into and bugged the Democratic National 
Committee Headquarters in the office block 
section of the Watergate complex (Time and 
Newsweek, September 18), Tlicsc bugs and 
phone-taps were monitored from Room 723 
of 'Howard Johnson's Motor I/)dgc' directly 
across the road. McCord used one of his 
security men, .\lfrcd C. Baldwin HI, to 
supervise the monitoring. However, Baldwin, 
an cx-marine and former l-'Bl agent, spilled 
the beans and testified against the others in 
the sub.scqucnt trial (Newsweek, September 
25,1972). The crew also cased McGovern's 
o\vn headquarters on Capitol Hill, but were 
discovered and scared off (Time, September 
18,1972). Tills bugging and monitoring 
operations continued until June 17. 
In the meantime, on June 10, a miami 
photoshop developed some film for Barker 
and Sturgis. Tlic film was of correspondence 
and documents bearing DNC letterheads. 
Democratic cliairman Lanry O'Brien's 
signature and a dossier on Kitricia Harris 
(Newsweek, September 18). 
CAUGHT IN THE ACT 
On the night of June 16, after the four 
Miamians had fiown up to Washington 
to join McCord, they all checked 
bito the Watergate using Hunt's 
Aliases (again). Around midnight the 
five "Watcrbugs" broke into the DNC 
offices and started rifiing documents and 
replacing the original bugs. Liddy and 
Hunt were also in the building, keeping 
contact by walkie-talkie. 
A nightwatchman found a door to the 
.stairwell unlocked with latches taped 
open. He closed it, but found it 
taped open again when he came back 
later. He called the pohce and three plain 
clothcsmen arrested the five inside the 
DNC offices at gunpoint. Hund and liddy fled 
building. 
THE WATERGATE TRIAL 
Hunt, Liddy McCord, Barker, Sturgis, 
Gonzales and Martmex were subsequently tried 
m January this year. Hunt, Barker and the three 
Cubans pleaded guilty, presenting no defence and 
preventing the full story being told. Liddy 
and McCord pleaded not guilty, but ran a 
very low key defence, neither of them taking 
tlic stand. Hunt, the first to plead guilty, held out 
tlie promise of $ 1,000 a month plus a 
"Presidential pardon" to get the others 
"'*to foUow suit. (Newsweek, 5,1973). 
Barker, McCord, Sturgis, Martinez and 
Gonzales had breaking equipment, bugging 
equipment, cameras, walkic talkies and $6,500 
in cash on them. They also had address 
books with Hunt's name, plus White House 
phone numbers. Also booked into the Watergate 
that night was Angel Ferrer, a friend of 
Gonzales and leader of a paramilitary Cuban 
exile group 'Ex-Corabaticntcs dc Fort 
Jackson,' a plattion of whom had just 
finished a commando paratroop course in 
Florida. 
THE AFTERMATH 
Later Ihat morning, June 17, Liddy told 
CRP treasurer Sloan, at CRP headquarters, 
".My boys were caught last night. I made a 
mistake using somebody from here (McCord) 
which I told them I would never do. I'm 
afraid I'm going to lose my job."(Trial 
testimony, Newsweek, February 5,1973). 
On June 18, McCord was fired as security 
chief by the CRP and replaced by one STcvc 
King (Time October 30 1972). Liddy was 
fired from the CRP on June 28, John Mitchell 
campaign manager, resigned on July 1 and Sloan 
resigned on July 14. 
WHY DID MITCHELL RESIGN? 
On June 22, five days after the Watergate 
anests. Campaign Manager Mitchell's wife, 
Martha, phoned Washington UPI from Newport 
Beach, California. She started talking about 
"dirty tricks" and said she'd given husband 
John an ultimatum to get out of politics. 
The phone was snatched away by new CRP 
security chief Steve King, she was thrown onto 
a bed and injected with a drug in the backside. 
She required emergency hospital treatment and 
was driven there by Herbert Kalmback, Nwon's 
personal lawyer. 
Tlic foUowuig week she turned up at Westchester 
Country Qub m New York, bruised and bandaged, 
saying she had loft Mitchell - I'm not going to 
stand for all those dirty things that go on." He then 
turned up and spirited her away. Two days later he 
resigned as Nixon's Campaign Manager and rejoined 
Ills old law firm in their offices directly over the 
CRP headquarters. (Time July 3 and 10). 
Tlie trial judge. Judge Sirica, said he 
dlubtcd that prosecution witnesses, 
including Hugh Sloan, had told the truth 
in the TRial (Melbourne Age, Feb. 5 1973). 
Another Nixon aide, John W. Dean 111 had been 
ordered to conduct a "special uivestigation " for 
Nbcon. He cleaned out Hunt's White House office 
and .safe before the FBI got there, destroyed 
some material and passed the rest on to the 
prosecution. Dean ako briefed key witnesses 
before they testified to a grand jury on the 
charges (Newsweek, Feb 12,1973). 
Tlic Miami FBI office was called off the 
case barely eight weeks after the anests 
(Newsweek, Sep 18). Deputy Attorney General 
Richard Klcindienst, who took over the 
Justice Department from MitcheD, promised 
last September "The most extensive, 
thorough and comprehensive investigation 
smce the assassination of President Kennedy.' 
L?eomdoc 
Klemdlensl himself was deeply involved 
in the I.T.T. scandal, 
Frank STurgLs, caught inside the Watergate, 
was questioned by the FBI in connection 
with Kennedy's as.sassination. Several 
studies of that killing pouit to the Bay of 
Pig.s - related Cuban exiles and ClA-traincd 
commando teams. 
The Watergate trud covered up, in fact, more 
tlian it revealed. 
DEMOCRATS FOR NIXON 
Despite these disclosures the Republican 
National Committee and the CRP kept up the 
campaign. They switched more of their 
attention to the political struggle inside 
the Democratic Party. 
In July McGovem was nominated as 
Democratic Presidential candidate. 
On August 10, the big busuiessmcn pulled 
their supporters out mto the open to form 
"Democrats for Nbcon" under John 
B, Connally. Although a Democrat and 
LB.J. protege, Connally had been Nbcon's 
Seaetary of the TReasury. 
Most of the big coalition Democrats 
behind Humphrey who, en masse, had pledged 
millions to Richard Nixon even before McGovern 
was nommatcd, now surfaced. They tncludod 
that above-mentioned Dwaync 0 . Andreas; 
so long-time Humphrey campaigner and backer 
Jeno F, Paulucci as committee vice-chairman; 
Johni.M. Locb Snr., highly connected with 
several New York bankuig houses; W.T. 
Duncan, Texas oil and real estate magnate 
who had aheady given $300,000 to Humphrey 
Stanley Goldblum of the Ixis Angeles liquity 
Funding Corp; ex-Johnson Administration officials 
by the dozen, the mayors fo Miami and Houston, and 
entertainers like Sammy Davis Jnr. and l-'rank 
Sinatra. 
Their task was "to serve as Mr Nixon's wrecking 
crew - hackbig up McGovern as a fuzzy-headed 
radical wliilc the President travels the high 
road of statesmanship" (Newsweek Oct 2). The 
Nbcon organisation drew up the adverts they used 
and paid Iheir expenses. 
Tills internal subversion of his own party threw 
.McGovern completely onto tlic defensive - half the 
democrats now didn't even back their own 
candidate! Nixon, meanwhile, was lying low, 
leaving his campaigning to other business 
representatives .such as Barry Goldwatcr and 
Nelson Rockefeller (newswcck Sept 25). 
Organised labour, itself big business with 
million."! of doUars to invest, also donated 
to NLxon's campaign. Although the Al'L-
CIO (Officbl trade union movement) voted 
to remain neutral, this m fact supported 
NLxon .since labour had traditionally been 
a big backer of the Democrats. Several 
unions came out for Nbcon including the 
Teamsters under Frank l-ilzsimmons. 
THE FINAL CHARADE 
In September, John Erlichman ordered 
the FBI to assist in the campaign by 
collecting political intelligence. Under 
acting director and old Nixon friend, L. 
Patrick Gray III, the FBI complied. 
By November it was all .sewn up. Virtually 
no body of any importance, ouLside the 
Kennedy circle, backed McGovern. His platform 
luid been made to appear in<vancc and he 
himself as a vague professor. 
Nixon wan a "landslide" victory, getting 
61% of the vote, 
Tlic american people were not fooled, however. 
Only 54% of the electorate voted, i.e. 
ONLY 35% OF ELIGIBLE AMERICANS 
ENDORSED RICHARD MILHOUS NIXON 
FOR RE-ELECTION (Newsweek , November 
20,1972). 
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the big rip-off! 
how AUS shares the wealth 
terry gygar 
This year $13,000 extracted from students 
at this University will be diverted to the 
Australian Union of Students where, in the 
time honoured tradition, it will be almost 
completely wasted in the greatest ripoff 
in student histoty! 
According to the budget presented lo the 
August Council AUS will spend $234,603 of 
students money in this financial year, and the 
budget itself Is a really fascinating documenti 
IF you were to search high and low for a 
scrcnario on how to waste-money this budget 
would be hard lo beat. Where does the money 
go, and how much is used lo promote the welfare 
and interests of students (which I naively think 
is the aim of AUS)? After shuffling patiently 
tiirough the confusing and far from lucid 
pages of the budget, and spending a few 
hours at an adding machine the waste 
becomes horrifyingly clear, and the 
following divisions of expenditure can be 
made: 
Jobs for the boys - $38,361 (approx 16% of 
expenditure) 
Jaunts for the boys - $16,930 (7V4%) 
Administrative expenses - $78,682 (33%%) 
Postage and freight - $6,150 (2Vi%) 
Telephone bulls - $9,060 (4%) 
Publication of National U - $39,300 (16%) 
This accounts for $188,483 or approximately 
79% of the budgeted expenditure and leaves 
$46,120 (21%) still to go. Docs this go to 
student welfare ? unfortunately no. 
In the cunent budget only $3,600 (a miserable 
2% is devoted to student welfare and benefits, 
the rest being eaten up by such things as 
"Provisions for Contingencies", (?) _ $10,000 
"Regional Organizers" - $2,000 "Allocation 
to Reserves" - $5,000, "Arts Festival 
Subsfdy" - $19,000 (to the uninitiated this 
is the amount AUS blew on Nimbin more 
about that later) and another $6,520 which 
dribbles away to various holes which defy 
classification (c^. "Sundries") 
JOBS FOR THE BOYS - $38,361 Under 
this heading goes executive and "major 
activist" salaries, expense accounts and 
holiday pay -- this does not Include 
secretary/typlste/oflicc staff pay. This 
money is paid to the Sydney /Melbourne 
heavies who are the big wheels t\ the 
top - i doesn't even include the salaries 
which Bruce Shaw and his fellow "Regional 
Organizers" will extract from the student's 
pockets, I'm sorry to deflate Bruce, but 
he's only in Ihe minor league compared 
to the Fat Cats down south. 
JAUNTS FOR THE BOYS - $16,930 This 
is money spent in fares and accommodation 
by the exalted leaders as they drift around 
Australia bringing joy and light into 
the hearts of the adoring masses. 
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES - $78,682. 
This is where one third of the AUS budget is 
eaten up, and includes such gems as 
secretarial services for the President and 
G.V.P. ($4,450) as well as the expected 
items (in larger than expected amounts) for 
rent, audit fees, office staff wages, payroll 
tax etc. It is basically the amount it costs 
just to keep the AUS office open, and that 
must be some ofiice, seeing that the Queensland 
Spastic League pays less than this to 
upkeep its entire Queensland operations 
which turn over more than one million 
dollars a year. 
TELEPHONE BILL - $9,060 Tliis 
speaks for itself, and so must the AUS 
executive, at great length and over vast 
distances. 
POSTAGE AND FREIGHT - $6,150 Not 
only are th AUS staff great conversationalists 
tlicy apparently also arc prolific letter writers 
(perhaps that is why they need such a big 
office - to handle the output) 
NATIONAL U - $39,300 . This one is 
a real classic. Avid readers of National U will 
have noticed that it is a low class rag which 
borrows most of its articles from other 
soruces, and the ones its staff write have 
a disconcerting habit of resulting in massive 
law suits - $17,000 of the above money is 
for legal fees and payouts to keep the libeb suits 
of the courts. When compared to Semper, 
which is twee as big, much more interestmg 
and hiformative, and only costs this Union 
$9,800 National U is a fourth class rag which 
is vastly more expensive than its worth can 
possibly justify. To put it more descriptively 
National U is a load of garbage that charges 
students around $40,000 a year to have a 
smell. 
"ARTS FESTIVAL SUBSIDY"- $19,000 Tliis 
js not an activity expense, it is a bad debt 
which should never have occuned! The 
trouble was that the "organizers" of Nimbin 
weren't too great at administration either 
(maybe they took lessons from AUS)? and, 
mstead of being self supporting, the great 
counter culture experiment was a financial 
disaster area wilh AUS left carrying the 
can. ANy sort of responsible financial 
management, no matter how slack, would 
have prevented this! 
ACTIVITIES $3,600 Now we get down to the 
nitty gritty - this is the amount in the budget 
actually devoted to projects of benefit 
to students or in line with their interests -
this amount isn't even 2% of the total 
out 
budget (Think back, at this stage, to my 
naive assumption about the purpose of AOS) 
This includes money spent on environmental 
campaigns ($1,000), bursary submissions 
($250), printing and stationery for Nimbin 
($500), employment assistance ($50) (Wow! how's 
that fot real hard hitting help for students?) 
and IVe even included $200 spent on 
"Deinstitutionalization" which is a 
euphemism for an attempt to cut down 
administrative expenses (that can't help 
but be of benefit to students!) 
WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN 
The above figures show that AUS 
finances are a mismanaged shambles 
slurpmg up student money like a gluttonous 
vampire. Vast sums have been loaned 
to financial incompetents without any 
security, irresponsible clowns have 
been given tens of thousands of doUars 
to play with their toy newspaper and further 
thousands go down the drain bailing them 
out of law suits their inesponsibility leads 
to, a small clique of "student leaders" have 
Taj Mahal offices to the tune of nearly 
$80,000 and then charged us $55,000 
for the pleasure of their company, and 
the poor mug student gets less than 
1% of the money he is conned out 
of devoted to his welfare, I repeat AUS 
IS THE GREATEST RIPOFF GOING 
IN AUSTRALIA 
CRITICS CORNER 
The background noises you heard while 
reading this article were the wailUng, 
knashing of teeth, and hurling of epithets 
and invcstive by the AUS supporters who 
arc outraged by these accusations. To give 
this analysis an appearance of being fair 
(which it isn't mtended to be, only factual) 
let's look at a few of the stock retoils that 
fiy whenever AUS is criticized. 
IT IS NOT TRUE, far more than that 
goes to STudent Welfare, 
Where is it shown in the budget? If the 
fat cats and admui stalT do spend all 
their tune on welfare projects why isn't 
their time budgeted against hidividual 
projects?, docs AUS have somethuig to hide 
m keepmg quiet about how much goes 
to what? If its all above board when 
arc wcgomg to see a proper, informative 
budget? 
WHAT ABOUT THE TRAVEL SERVICE? 
The travel service is great - it docs something 
of real benefit to students, but it is a self 
supporting subsidiary wWth takes nothing 
from the AUS income In fact the travel 
service has to turn over $5,000 of its 
profits to AUS so the executive can 
throw that down the drain too. 
WHAT ABOUT THE CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 
• Rock Shows etc? 
Any credit the culture wing of AUS may have 
gained is more than outweighed by the 
dii^ usting financial incompetence displayed 
at Nlmbui, and the devastating effect that 
had on finances. 
BUT YOU AREN'T COUNTING ALL THE 
GOOD AUS HAS DONE IN LOBBYING FOR 
STUDENT INTERESTS! 
Garbage! the Liberal government apparently 
considered AUS to be a mob of long 
haked rat-bags whose only interest was 
their annoying rabble rousing (remember 
the anti-conscription campaigns?) and 
AUS is about 25th in the queue to claim 
the credit for getting fees abolished next 
year. I still haven't seen a good solid student 
gain being acknowledged as the direct result 
of AUS activity, 
WE'VE HEARIDALL THIS BEFORE, 
DONT FLOG A DEAD HORSE 
1 am glad AUS has heard it all before, 
and I hope they will hear il again 
and again until they stiow a bit 
of responsibility in their handling 
o r money, andmore of it goes towards 
student benefits. The horse isn't dead, 
it is just dozed off, the smeU is 
coming from AUS headquarters. 
A FEW QUESTIONS 
When the Ittters and protests start Hying 
perhaps the AUS fans might care to 
answer the following questions: 
How do you justify the incompetence 
shown in the National U and Nimbin 
ripoffs? 
If you say as you undoubtedly will 
that the money isn't going in ripoffs 
when will you produce a budget that 
will show where if really docs go? 
When %vill there be a real attempt to 
cut Administrative overheads from 
more than 30% to a more realistic 
figure (like 15%)? 
When will the AUS quarter-million dollar 
expenditure make its presence felt in 
the form of student benefits? 
Terry Gygar. 
O' 
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Dear Sir, 
A few years ago there was a disastrous 
slump in wool prices. 
The Country Party admmlstration responded 
by encouraging a drastic reduction in sheep 
numbers. 
Crazing Industry officials asked the government 
to maintain wool prices at a level at least 
moderately profitable. They predicted that 
the large scale rcductMniln sheep numbers 
advised by the Anthony administration would 
cause a shortage of both wool and meat and 
associated mfiation. 
The government of the day refused to heed 
this argument. They brought in a subsidy 
scheme deliberately designed to force 
the reduction in sheep numbers. 
Meat bidustry officials were forced to 
peddle our mutton all over the globe at 
^vo away prices. 
The bifiatcd meat and wool prices 
predicted by the grazing industry are 
now a reality. 
lan Cormack 
Dear Sir, 
The problem of pollution and tho distribution 
of the environment, although a significant 
problem biiltsdf and one that observes 
immediate attention, is merely the symptom of 
a far deeper problem. I could, as so many others 
have done, blame the 'system' (i.c. Uic structure 
of society) as the real pioblem and in a sense 
this would be conect. But by doing so I would 
immediately render the problem incapable 
ffoffl pcige 9 
of specific definition and equally 
incapable of solution. The real problem lies in 
the life styles of the people who constitute 
society and the structure of socdcty merely 
seeks to preserve these life styles. Any attempt 
to resolve our environmental problems which does not 
attempt to change our life styles will at best 
temporarilly minimise these problems. What is 
needed Is a reasscsment of those rights and freedoms 
of action which we take for granted in the light 
of their effects of other members of the 
community. This necessitates greater 
communication between individuals and 
community groups and greater participation 
of bidlviduals and groups bi the decision 
makbig processes of government. 
Paul Marshall, 
australian union 
of students 
the big rip-off ? 
fiMJL 
a reply 
AUS secretary-elect: 
murray proctor 
Terry Gygar's article goes only to prove 
that there are "lies, damn lies and statistics", 
particulariy since he knows nothing about the 
functions of AUS other than havuig read 
the 1973 budget. As the person who 
gave him those figures in the first place, 
1 suppose it is up to mc to reply to some 
of the amazing statements that he has made. 
Firstly, yes, the budget is a fascinating 
document, for it shows the amazing 
width of activity that AUS undertakes 
as a national student body. The University 
of Queensland Union belongs to AUS because 
of the clear wish of the majority of students 
(expressed in the 1972 referendum on 
secession from the national union), and it 
pays its $13,000 per year on that basis 
of student wishes. 
JOBS FOR TIIE BOYS S38,361 
Tills money pays for the services of the 
AUS National officers and non-staff 
workers. These people are the President 
General Vice-President, Education Vice-
President, Education Resource Officer, 
National U editor. Cultural Affairs Officer, 
two Race REIalions field workers, two 
Overseas Student Services workers, 
an Environment officer and Friendly Society 
Secretary. 
Between 13 people $38,361 does not give anybody 
a "ripoff income. To prove this the 
Presidents total mcome is printed below. 
Salary: $2,750 
Holiday Pay : $210 
Allowance: $500 
Sundries $20 
refer to "Parochialism" at the end of 
this piece.) 
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES $78,682 
If Terry were to look around.hc would 
find AUS sccictarial services arc obtained 
very cheaply. This bill pays for the wages 
of 10 staff, inlcuding National Secretary 
and Printers. It also includes all other 
expen.ses involved in running a National 
concern, including things such as 
materials costs, equipment depreciation and 
maintenance and rent on buildings. (The 
Qld Spastic League, a charity, is not 
a national body, has much more 
restricted activiiics within one state 
and has a tot of voluntary labor. For 
Gods sake, at least compare National 
bodies!) 
TELEPHONE BILL $9,060 
The AUS telephone bill was a problem 
in the past and still seems too high. However, 
this is a large country and with the P.M.G. 
using snails to carry letters these days, a large 
telephone bill is an unfortunate necessity. 
Pressure from annual council (where the 
mcmbersget their say) has forced down 
the bill by imposing rigid restrictions on 
phone budgets this year. 
POSTAGE AND FREIGHT $6,150 
You cannot have it both ways. If you 
can not make as many 'phone calls, you send 
more letters. The great majority of ihis 
bill is for freight, such as travel and insurance 
information and equipment, multitudes 
of reports and newspapers, and hugh 
quantities of constituent material. 
NATIONAL U 
I criticized National U during the election 
campaign and make no excuses for it now. 
Terry's statements on content are reasonable 
enough, but his financial reasoning is all 
stuffed up. Below is an itemized 
comparison of National U and Semper 
Horcat : 
Frequency 
Average Size 
No of copies 
Freight costs 
Budget 
NatU 
Weekly 
8 pages 
130,000 
throughout 
Australia 
$22,000 
Semper 
Fortnightly 
16 pages 
dollars. 
The festival itself actually ran under its total 
budget by $10,000 but because hundreds of 
participants (you know, lovers of peace, 
truth and community) ducked the payment of 
the $5.00 festival fee, the responsibly estimated 
budget was made inaccurate. Most fault lies 
with A.U.S. members not with AUS. 
ACTIVITIES $3,600 
Complete rubbish. The whole of AUS is a student 
activity organisation. This is just a collection 
of sundry activities that arc not catagorizcd 
elsewhere. (Deinstitutionalization has nothing 
to do with reducing administration costs. 
Tcny should save the humour and read his 
'Illich') 
WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN 
It means that you can not describe an organbtalion 
by its balance sheet alone, with no other 
knowledge. To describe the decaying rabbit-warren 
like offices in the middle of a row of old 
terrace houses that AUS rents from the 
Anglican Church "Taj Mahal" like jusl further 
points up this absurdity. 
PAROCHIALISM 
When AUS was an organization of 6 universities 
and was run by honorary officers operating 
out of the Melbourne University Union 
offices, there was no need for great 
expenditure or expertise. 
Now, however, AUS has 48 constitutent 
member bodies, serving just under 
200,000 people. They extend to Perth in the 
West,Townsvillc in the North, down to 
Tasmania and inland to Broken Hill and 
the A.C.T. As well as this AUS is a member 
of a number of international bodies. 
To run a body of this size, operating 
so many varied activities and services 
you have to accept unavoidable costs 
Ul administration, travel and communication 
as well as payi.ng (tittle more than existance 
money) for a number of full-time officers. 
Anyone who is going to Melbourne can 
1 n nnn n,„«vB^ ^^  ' ' Drummond ST., Carlton and sec 10,000 apro>?„, ,i,„„„i„„,.. „ •.„ „„,„„ „„ 
Nil 
$10,000 
Sub Total $3,480 
Travel $2,000 
Publications $100 
Telephones $1,500 
TOTAL $7,080 
JAUNTS FOR THE BOYS $16,930 
To fly around Australia twice a year 
costs a good $2,000. If you want an 
effective National Union, then you have 
to transport your officers around the 
country and delegates to conferences 
inside and outside Australia (Please 
Obviously, National U is a very economic 
publication. However, the $17,000 in legal 
costs is almost entirely the incredible stupidity 
of the editors, and they have been suitably 
dealt with. It won't happen again in a hurry. 
ARTS FESTIVAL SUBSIDY $19,000 
Tills $19,000 is not a bad debt! $7,500 
was originally granted to the festival 4 months 
before it occurred. The remaining $11,500 
is a pcssimestic estimate of how much the 
festival will be in the red, ignoring the income 
it has yet to gain from the sale of assets 
and return of bonds worth several thousands 
for themselves exactly what is going on 
in that respect. 
Any person who would like to see 
an information concerning AUS has only to see 
Bruce Shaw or myself. I wiU place a copy 
of the latest AUS financial statement on the 
Union Notice board for anyone to peruse at 
theu- leisure. 
Many of Terry's statements arc absurd; 
such as those on the effects of AUS lobbyuig. 
Over the past 20 years, AUS has been the 
major education research body in Australia. 
Some of the achievements of AUS 
education research and lobbying have 
been: 
I. Introduction of and progressive improvements 
in Commonwealth Scholarships 
2. The whole ALP education policy, including 
free Tertiary education and student 
bursaries. (These were incorporated into 
theA.L.Pplatform from AUS submissions 
at the 1969 Launccston Party Conference. 
3. The recent $400 self-education 
tax concession and the raising of education 
depending limit to 25 years of age. 
These arc only a few of many AUS successes 
in the field of education reform, and it 
is one of the mo.st progressive 
educational bodies in this country today. 
(As far as anti-conscription campaigns 
"rabble rousing", I believe they were 
one of the best things AUS ever 
became involved in, and the criticism of it 
is beneath contempt). 
AUS is a weU managed organization 
that .suffers from being open enough to 
make mistakes and to suffer ignorant 
criticism. The MAJOR problem It 
faces is not being a "rip o f f 
(which it obviously isn't), but a great lack 
of interest from its members. If 
Terry's illinformed article has at least 
created an interest in AUS, then 
it will be well worth the space it 
has taken up. 
Munay Proctor 
AUS Secretary -Elect. 
DO SOMETHING USEFUL FOR ONCE 
Liberate your innermost foul desires. Join the 
organization described in SEMPER FLOREAT 
as "the greatest ripoff m student history". 
The local AUS committee at U. Q U. in 1974 
needs members interested in education reform, 
cultural activities, 
environment action, international affairs, 
student travel, race relations, and social 
action, and student welfare. 
The following positions on the AUS committee 
will be elected at the Special Election Meeting of 
1974 Union Council to be held on the 18th 
October at 6.30p.m. in the J.D. Story room 
in the Union Building, 
LOCAL EDUCATION OFFICER 
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR 
LOCAL ENVIRONMENT ACTION OFFICER 
LOCAL INTERNATIONAL OFFICER 
LOCAL TRAVEL OFFICER 
INCOMING DELEGATIONS OFFICER 
LOCAL PAPUA/NIUGINI OFFICER 
LOCAL SOCIAL ACTION DIRECTOR 
LOCAL WELFARE/FRIENDLY SOCIETY OFF 
LOCAL PROMOTIONS OFFICER 
Information on any of these positions from 
Bruce Shaw or Murray Proctor at the 
Union Office. Even if you only want to help 
let us know you are interested. 
Fuid out the truth about AUS the hard way -
take an active role in it. 
Murray Proctor 
AUS Sec. - elect. 
,_^ . » , A •««%« « « % ! ^^" program only includes flights/ tours 
Q I J 3 X l C l V 6 l ' ' I " a^>'» »P«:« evallBble. 
program **'" '^"""^ 
~ ^ Pacific ' America' 
S6pT"0CT Mew Zealand • Asia • 
australian union 
of students 
travel service « -me fsim. 
DON'T MISS ALL THE INSIDE DOPE ON A.U.S. AUGUST COUNCIL BY BRUCE SHAW NEXT ISSUE 
fA^^. 
radio 
union 
Students may be aware that a group of students have 
been working for most of the year to obtain a radio 
station for the university to be run by the students 
Union. Initially the mtcntion was to lobby the 
federal Labour Party Caucus to obtain a broad-
casting licence in the normal (AM.) broadcasting 
band. The difficulties of such a course were 
enormous. Such a station's technical equipment 
would have been very expensive. But the 
mam problem would have been to overcome 
the opposition to such a licence application 
fiom the A.B.C., the commercial stations 
and th£ P.M.G. 
recommended (1) F.M. be introduced in 
5 years or so time (i.e. 1977 -8) (2) That 
F.M. be introduced in the U.H.F.(ultra 
High Frequency) Band instead of the 
internationally adopted V.H.F. (Very High 
Frequency) Band. 
The implications of the second point are 
very important. Austialia would be the 
only country in the world broadcasting in 
the V.H.F. band if introduced andthus would 
have to pioneer and manufacture broadcasting 
and receiving equipment in Australia. 
Its interim report tabled two months ago 
scverly condemned A.B.C.B.'s report urging 
(1) Immediate introduction of F.M. 
(2) I'.M. to be located in the V.H.F. band 
(3) That licences should be granted to community 
groups, special Interest groups.univcrsity 
groups, etc. 
Since this report intensive lobbying of 
Federal Cabinet and Caucus has been going 
on. Two weeks ago Cabinet decided to appoint 
a specific committee to investigate F.M, as 
quickly as possible and specificly dealing with 
The 1,000,000 F.M. receivers ab'cady in Australia social and economic costs as well as technical. 
We have now changed our plan and arc 
artempting to obtain a licence to broadcast 
in F.M. 
To explain what this means it is necessary 
to give some background information on the 
history of the introduction of F.M. in Australia. 
Under the last Liberal Government an investigation 
by the Australian Broadcasting Control Board 
into F.M's introduction was completed. It 
could only pick up V.H.F, F.M. The cost of a 
U.ILF, transmitter would be much higher 
than an equivalent V.H.F. transmitter. It 
would be at least 1980 before there would 
be the same number of U.H.F. receivers 
as V.H.F. sets already in Australia in 1973. 
The logical outcome of this decision 
would be that only large and powerful and 
presumably commercial interests would be able 
to obhiin a broadcasting licence. 
The factors leading to sach a decision were 
(1) the lobbying of the Australian 
elcctionica industry that would gicaUy 
benefit from such an assignment. 
(2) the P.M.G. probably the most powerful 
and conservative government bureaucracy in 
Ausb'alia whose obsession with technical 
exceUence mvariably over-rides the social 
and economic costs. 
With the introduction of the Labor 
Government the question became under the 
control of the Department of the Media under 
Doug McOelland. Essentially McQelland 
accepted the A.B.C.B. report. Meanwhile a 
Senate Committee under Jim McClelland 
(rumoured to have wanted Doug's job) was 
set up largely to mvestigatc colour T.V. 
This committee also investigated the F.M. 
broadcasting situation. 
Judging from Whitlam's statements it appears 
ahnost certain that the committee will endorse 
the senate Committees report, i.e. this means 
we get our radio station. 
To date our group has prepared and sent 
a submission to the Senate Committee and is 
sending one to the new committee. We have 
also been trying to lobby M.P.'s and will 
send every member of Caucus a report 
before the final decision is made. Wc are 
also preparing a detailed estimate of the cost 
of setting up a station. 
It is envisaged that our station would be in 
the hands of a director, elected annually 
along the lines of Semper Editor. A final 
decision on the role of the Student's Union 
in financing the station has yet to be made. 
Anyone wanting further information 
should contact me at Semper Office, 
Jim Beatson 
for the STudents Union Media Committee. 
TAPESTRIES OF ESSENCE 
Hurl me, Chaos 
onto the waiting wings of the Eagle. 
I shall fiy by his good grace, 
I don't need forty trumpets blowing! 
Just the screaming of the wind, 
its bending back the eyelids; 
in that dryness grows a glorious vision. 
And a conversation with the World's voice 
sofUy speaks in the icy upper heights. 
But to be so alone. No! No! 
Voices are so pale, after speaking with the 
World. 
EaglelEaglc! This fiight of yours 
is crisp as new bom ice. - , .i 
Your patterned feathers rustk: efforUcssly. < 4^. 
Your eye has stilled, it views the distance exactly, 
as if waiting had been obliterated 
Ul some sure knowledge of Eternity 
This night is merely power 
from deep within your unspeaking presence 
and 1 fear, I fear the ease in you 
and the alonencss of your companionship. 
Such quiet flight is surely deadly • 
in some unknown, unhuman way. 
You do not hear, 
you at the bidding of Chaos. ' » 
My on, then, fiy on'through the air. •* 
My blood wells up and staves the chilL* 
I have patience beyond recall, 
having searched, and all for nothuig. 
This flight will teach me Eagle ways. 
I will survive. 
And so the Earth, down there, 
miniature. The struggle seems ridiculous. 
What say, Eagle? The struggle is a puff of s-
mokc swirling into Nothing. 
Oh, fiy on. But do not speak. 
The World is too unready. 
I should not falL 
I should not struggle into Nothing. 
Eagle, where do youiland? 
And how do you gain the strength to stay? 
Words. They revolve in rarefied air, 
pivoted on bivisibility, blending with thought. 
There (an be nothing gained, it can only be 
given. 
This flight is a sure teacher. 
Chaos, bring mc down. 
Let me tread the ridges, go down the hillside. 
Let me grasp, to be steady. 
This dizzying takes on 
the bnmensity of space, v^th all its hallows. 
The void has a texture of serenity 
which refiects and infolds itself, 
beaming into a parallax enor, 
for our eyes are unaccustomed. 
Eagle, your eyes have that fixed 
directness. 
Dive closer to the Earth, revolve In 
circles near it; 
become real, or what is said to be real. 
You cannot wing forever. 
The last nature has been discarded. 
I see it falling. 
Eagle, this is more than Chaos knows. 
Come down lower my friend, 
reduce this height. 
No. 
Lid your eyes with the luminescence I see. 
You know that. Ah yes. 
There is peace bi merely being. 
Hold on to the air space, my fellow, 
beat your wings faster. 
There is peace in merely bcbig. 
Hold on to the air space, my fellow, 
beat your wings faster. 
There is no return from this 
in any nature I have seen. 
The land and oceans blur now, 
wcavbig into tapestries of essence 
The Earth it a filckering litness. 
It glows, pulses like a soul 
alive wilh its gro\nng fire. 
Love cannot be spoken of, 
it is too brilliantly solid with uicandescence. 
There is no necessity, no food for this. 
It exists without reason. 
Eagle, plough on. 
1 see a hurricane before us. 
Ah, it passes like a breeze. 
We are in air oasis, 
and I am afraid, 
for I have no knowledge, 
and can only breathe. 
Eagle, there is life echouig 
here, down the reaches of desire 
far away. 
Wisdom recalls itself, 
retreating. 
Onward, onward into being, 
which appean smokily 
bi a gloomy-gladness 
whippmg through the alleyways 
of the universe. 
where lights glow. 
Could you live with that? 
Could you not presume? 
There is a lifting from my soul 
which consoles me, 
but in a silence of words. 
There is no talkbig. 
Eagle, There is no talking. 
It is a wordless Eden you know, my friend, 
which encompasses the Worid 
in glows Which break the nighl 
bito streets of peace. 
I glide 
I wander downward. 
I settle on a rocky crag, 
eyes gleaming in a quietness 
no man knows. 
And Chaos brings me peace 
with a golden glow. 
Daniel Byrnes. 
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south brisbane 
history 
*South Brisbane Area' has been the focus of an architecture 
faculty study throughout this year. Theoretical 
undcrpinnbigs relatbig the total urban environment 
and the generally Isolated architectural context have 
been promoted practically and student initiated studies 
have been welcomed. This promotion is the result of staff 
changes and is an innovatory programme in terms of faculty 
history. 
>VHYSarm BRISBANE 
The 'South Brisbane Area' (West End, South 
Brisbane, Highgate Hill, Hill End, Wooloongabba 
and Dutton Park) was adopted because it is 
probably the most viul quadrant of tiie city, 
experiendng pressure fromcity centre expansion 
and related servicing structure, whilst at the same 
time supporting residential, retail and commercial 
activity in iu own right The concept of 
dividing large cities into villages where councils 
could foster a stronger^scnse of community 
identity by making positive efforts to discover 
and define the needs of their residents has 
definite application in Brisbane. The South Brisbane 
community is of particular interest as it already 
exhbiits a potential Village' structure - a 
phenomena being actively destroyed by ignorant 
and primarily external bodies. 
CXMiUNITY SERVICES 
The desirable aim of revitalizing this community 
exhibiting all age groups and social classctcannot 
be realized without upgrading or rejuvenating the 
whole community services spectrum. The quality of 
services is related to the socio economic standing 
of the community in which they operate, and this quality 
has always been a prime concern for prospective residents 
in any area. In regions of low socio economic standing 
spccul consideration is necessary to develop community 
services. 
From this background a small group formed, concerned 
with education as an essential, high quality community 
service and with plans to demonstrate how the resources 
In the S.B. area could best be utilized. And for persons 
previously familiarised with performance techniques 
within a precariously isolated course structure difficulty 
in responding to the more liberal challenges to their 
uitellect had to be overcome. Wc are gratified to 
find the situation where, course credit will be given for 
related sections of a study such as this. 
TOE GROUP 
The group is conductbig research under the Title of 
•Community - Education - Environment - Architecture', 
General research in to the mteirelated notions of 
Community and Environment and the more defined areas 
of Education and Architecture has been taking place 
since July this year. The members arc interested bi 
the educational environment in the primary contexts of 
urban, suburban, rural and new town. Concentration 
upon tbe provision of tbe urban educational envhonment 
has occurred as a result of the nature of the South 
Brisbane area but future studies related to the other 
contexts are en>isaged. 
Two members would like to integrate their thesis work 
into practical situations possibly involving multi 
dlsciplmary teams. An abortive attempt by the 
architecture faculty at developing multi-disciplinary 
d e ^ teams at a faculty level has convinced us of 
the futility of the faculty level approach at this point 
in time. We feel that students tiiemselves could instigate 
such studies and welcome any such development. One 
factor convincing us of the student level approach 
occurred during our bitroduction to the basics of 
education when we were effectively tutored by a series 
of people involved in the sphere of education. 
general 
AROfflECrS IN EDUCATION 
EDUCATTON AND TOE ODMMIMIY 
A basic premise of eductionalists is that the learning 
process is not restricted to any ordered institute but is an 
ongoing process throughout life relating to the environment 
as a whole. This process however needs to be stimulated by 
the provision and allocation of facilities and resources 
m the community. 
This docs not mean tbat these resources should be isolated 
from the community but rather be open to any individual 
of any age or social standing. 
The integration of learning envkonments into the 
community familiarises participants with forces 
operating at large in a sodety on a daily state of flux. This 
is a stark counterpoint to the present uistitutes which tend 
to be time capsules. 
THE URBAN EDUCATIONAL FAaUTY 
The crisis of the educational facility and its integration 
into an urban community is one of fiexibiUty affording 
constant diangc in adapting to the evolving housmg 
patterns produced by a transient community. 
The l in ing facility can become a catalyst to revitalize 
dty grovv^ h and combined with democralic learning 
processes becomes a principal factor in attracting and 
holding dtizens. However, the cost of providing 
adequate fadlities to satisfy the needs of a community 
far exceeds current financial programmes. Overseas 
solutions to this financial dilemma have evolved 
broadly in the followng categories during the last few 
years. The group suggestions for the study a«afall into 
aUbut Uie first of these categories. 
COMBINED OCCUPANCY 
There is the joint occupancy concept (exhibited in Chicago 
and New York) in which school facilities are built bito 
private or public housing projects or even into commercial 
office buildings. In effect, such joint occupancy schemes 
provide free sites for public schools. In the case of private 
schools, they even may result bi rental incomes in excess 
of the costs of debt retirement and operating expenses. 
The surplus canbe poured back into the educational programj 
Air spaces over expressways or transport corridors are 
developed into residential and educational facilities. 
SCHOOLS WITHOUT WALLS 
By exploiting the resources of the community, schools 
can exist without walls. This is exemplified by the 
Parkway Programme now well into Its fif tii year 
ofoperation« 
The Parkway Program, Philadel-
phia's "School without walls," 
is an innovative program of public 
education for high school students, 
and in Philadelphia provides one 
of the few alternatives to a re^ -
lar public high school. 11 now 
includes 540 students divided 
equally into 3 units or "communi-
ties," each with its owrn staff and 
headquarters at different locations 
in the city. The program is open 
to any student who submits his 
name and parent's signature; 
students are then chosen by public i * s * i 
tottery from all eight Philadelphia 
school districts. The pro-
gram is based on the idea that the 
city-any city-is avast resource 
for learning and that education 
takes place in many places other 
than the classroom. 
class space, and activities come 
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A piece of a partial list of 110 different subject 
resources available. 
fromcity resources: businesses, 
cultural centers, public services, 
craftsmen and industry, 
the Parkway Program 
was put into operation in Febru-
ary 1969 
UNDER UTILIZED SPACE IN THE COMMUNITY 
Having e.vpjoitcd the spatial possibilities of the existing 
buildings by using locker rooms, corridors etc as 
teaching space, schools have begun to look at under-
utilized space in their immediate community. 
The dries have an often untapped resource in existing 
commercial and industrial building that can be 
purchased and renovated for school use at costs 
substantiallv below those for acquirinc a site, 
demolishing existing building and erecting a new facility. 
The scale of conversion is a function of requirement and 
availability, and is seen to range practically from the 
conversion of a supermarket to a school down to a 
terrace house into a library. 
Another advantage of using existing buildings (commercial 
and domestic) to house certain educational types is in 
the inherent ficxibility and the contribution to townscapc 
preservation. Committment to the purchased structure 
lasts as long as satisfaction is gained from the educational 
environment developed in it. The real estate sale 
rcsultuig from the loss of environmental viability will 
result in a capital gain. This form of spatial provision 
is seen in contrast to present school buildings which 
depreciate rapidly with time and become a liability. 
'?M^AiI;^^,ll*^';i^PJS ^^^^^^ ™ ° ^^^"^ '^ NOW THEY ARE TEACHERS HOLDING CONVERSATIONS WITH PEOPLE WHO DONT 
KNOW THEY ARE STUDENTS ABOUT THEIR MUTUAL CONCERNS IN PLACES WHERE THE "SHOW AND TELL" IS THE CITY.' 
4 
'^"''''i^mwdkmUs^ Parkway Philosophy fijg 
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aJp. and education 
•'It h safe to predict that wiUiin a decade, if present 
educational tendencies continue;, theptcscht political 
majority will lose its domination. 
There is a chance that the professiona] pride of 
American educators will reassert itself, and Uiat a 
itdedlcation to the ethics of their vocation will counter* 
act the drift to ideological commitment so much bi 
evidence today. 
Whafeper is wron^can he remedied only by the 
educators and intellectuals themsehres." 
Professor Sidney Hook. 
Quadrant Nov, Dec 1972. 
Education is becoming an important issue in the political 
sphere. Before the last Federal election Gallup Polls 
estimated that 25% of the Australian population regarded 
education as the most important issue. Because of this 
concern the Federal Cabinet has endorsed sections 
of the Karmel report recommendations, committing 
itself to achieving a revised education system, the central 
tiicme of which is 'equal opportunity'. The first phase 
deals with the re-allocation of finandal aid, part of an 
attempt to provide equal distribution of educational 
resources. Critidsm has been made of the primarily 
quantitative nature of the standards used for assessment 
of the existing institutes. This fact is acknowledged 
by the committee members who claim a tight 
schedule prohibited any other form of consideration. 
The DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS 
Karmcl found there were schools needing greater 
than average resources lo make them effective. Such 
schools were podrly provided m buildings, playbig areas 
and facilities and drew their eruolments from 
communities needing greater assistance from their schools. 
Tlic department of Education, in correspondence with us, 
related the Karrod Report to Ihe Government schools in the 
South Brisbane Study area: 
"In particular, recommendations are made concerning 
schools with significant proportions of migrant children. 
The schools in your sample would fall in this category as 
well as others which the Committee uses to define a 
'disadvantaged school'. 
The schools refered to were Dutton Park, Primary 
and Opportunity, West End State and Brisbane 
Stale High. The report claims that higher drop-
out rates and lower average levels of attainment 
found in areas of relative poverty arc a product 
of socbl disadvantage and educational deficiencies 
and In themselves perpetuate disadvantage. 
A crash programme to transform the environment 
of these schools is evidenced by the following grants 
for disadvantaged government schools in Qld, for 1974-75. 
a) The recommended recurrent grant Is $1,940,000 
b) The building grant for re-furbishing and up-grading 
of buildings and facilities is 52,4000,000, 
The effect of these grants on the schools in the area is 
undefined as yet, although indications of remedial 
building element are available e.g. State High old i^bilding 
(Vulture St.) is to be sound proofed and ah conditioned. 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
The allocation of finance to the private schools demonstrates 
that the committees assessment of resources per child was 
lowest in St. Lawrences Christian Brothers College. 
(Category H), low In ST. Ursulas (Category G) and close to 
the basic figure of $511 in Soincrville House (category D). 
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All of the private schools gained monetarily, two 
did so significantiy. And If anything the mantle of opinion 
regarding the superior facilities of some private schools was 
removed. 
EXCERPTS FROM REPORT 
Some problems with particular relation to S.B. 
i) Most Schools lack sufficient resources, both human 
and material. 
ii) Among schools there are gross inequalities; and 
iii)-thcrc arc many city schools which draw their pupils 
from populations tliat suffer grave sodo economic dis-
advantages, 
Some SOLUTIONS. 
i) The States will need to employ outside building 
consultants In addition to their architectural and building 
staff; 
il) The need for restriction of large scale commercial 
buildings, giving essential community service construction 
a higher priority; and 
iii) the value of experimentation in the forms that the school 
community should take. 
TRENDS 
The report follows through from overseas trends, in 1968,61% 
of applications for Model Cities Grants in America mentioned 
education in their goal priority sections. Tlie areas of interest 
in these Model cities proposals were. 
1) efforts to link the schools and the community. 
2) efforts to link education and employment. 
3) Innovatove efforts to re-allocate resources and raise 
structure and teachhig methods to upgrade the quality 
of education. 
A THOUGHT. 
Hopefully the government will now act upon the inequal-
ities in the opportunity for educational achievement, for It 
Isn't satisfactory to provide equal access lo edur t!onal 
resources. Provision of education environmcnis th.it free 
a persons learning potential while removing ti^ c Uk a 
of racial and socbl Inequalities is essential. 
^ The selected study area encompasses the suburbs of West End, Hill End, Highgate HiU, Dutton Park and South Brisbane, and, for want of a better name, was called the South Brisbane Study 
Area. It cannot be denied that the selection of this area was uifluenced greaUy by its geographical location. With the loop of the Brisbane River taking care of the nortiicn, southern and western 
boundaries it was a mattcrof how far to extend eastwards. 
As far as the faculty was concerned, there never was an eastern boundary, the stop^jff point bemg dUier detennuied by where the map finished or where each indnidual or gtoup felt that "tiie 
character of the area changed". We soon realized tiiat our education Study Area could never be considered in isolation, however because of practical restramta, had to form some definite 
boundary. The selection of the South East freeway came about when we found that 90% of the chUdren from Dutton Park State School Uved on the West End /Highgate HiU side of it, besides a 
freeway is almost as good a geographical barrier as a river. From the freeway it was a matter of following tiie railway Une to the Dutton Park cemetery back to the river agaui. 
iLii. 
• • PROPOSED FREEWAY 
PROPOSED RAIL UNK 
SECONDARY SCH0OI5 
Brisbane State High a 
b. Somerville House 
c. St. Laurences 
d. St. Ursulas 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
e. St. Itas 
f. St. Francis 
g. West End Primary 
h. West End Infants 
i. Dutton Park State 
SPECIAL SCHOOLS 
j. Dutton Pk. Opportunity 
k. Qld. School for the Deaf. 
(Gladstone Road) 
LIBRARIES 
1. South Brisbane library 
m. West &id Library 
OTHERS 
n. Proposed Art Gallery 
0. South Brisbane Tech College 
p. Greek School 
q. Conservatorium of Music 
r. Russian School 
s. Boggo Road Jail 
t. Kurilpa Child Care 
u. West End Kindeigarten 
Because of the close proximity to the dty centre South Brisbane 
has devdoped into a placement area for many of the cultural 
and community service institutes essential to the Brisbane 
metropolitan district. While the Conservatorium of Mudc, Mater 
Aospital, Archives and Boggo Road Jail are existing examples 
of these institute the proposals for tiie Queensland Art Gallery 
and Blue NursingCenttefurther support this trend. 
planning impacts 
There are three significant pbmnbig unpads which will evohre hi the future as a result of existhig trends. 
They fall into the headings of mdustrial encroachment, transportation corridors and dwelUng patterns 
and each exhibits a dynamic Influence upon future planning proposals for the area. 
INDUSTRIAL ENCROACHMENT 
The consultant body for the Brisbane Freeway 
design, Wilbur Smith and Associates, has 
<leveloped a projected land use map for the 
year 2000 which incorporates the whole 
metropolitan region. The map hidicates that at 
least 1/3 of total land in the study area is 
to become occupied by industry. West End 
iMmary and Infants School b seen 
to be hi the amoebic dutch of an industrial 
Hid commerdil ptednct. 
Although 70% of bidustry in the area performs 
in a itoiage,warehouse capadty there is 
sufndent obnoxious Industry present to 
demonstrate the hiltial undesirable proximity to 
the dty centre. Industrial encroachment reinforced 
by council zoning attacks the residential 
structure in the area Uke a cancer and fosters 
heavy hidustrial traffic and a general lack 
of environmental quaUty. 
TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS. 
Inbound traffic from the south side travels down 
Grey St., through traffic foUows on to the 
WiUiam Jolly Bridge wWle dty traffic turns over 
the Victoria Bridge. During peak hours this 
road becomes a 6 lane avenue. Outbound 
traffic from the dty travels down the one 
way Stanley St. at great volume during 
peak hours (4 lanes), a loadhig that wUl 
decrease slightly witii each extension to 
the Sth. East Freeway. Complementing 
the road system is tiie rail Une temUnathig 
at Sth. Brisbane station which necessitates 
dty users walking or riding across die 
Vidoria Bridge. On a typical week day 2347 
people cross the Bridge for the raU station. 
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Grey Street Stanley Street RaU Line 
PROPOSALS 
Future transportation proposals consist 
of constructuig a Merivale rail bridge Unk 
with the dty beginning ui 1974 and construction 
of tiie last section of the Central Freeway, not 
before 1985. These proposals emphasize the 
existhig pattern of through traffic resulting 
in the estabUshment of large transportation 
corridors through the northern edge of the study 
area, (refer to map). 
RAIL 
The raU Unk up wiU provide greater cross town 
• travel potential for the community. It will aUow 
a more effective utiUzation of facUities such 
as the new art gaUery as an educational 
environment for the less mobUe school age children. 
As young people have exercised their increased 
individual mobUity, evidenced by the suburban 
sprawl, their children have forfeited pedestrian 
access to the range of educational stimuUi 
offered by higher density urban communities. 
Thus the centralised transport corridors provide 
remedial but unresourceful access for the 
suburban dweUcr to more culturaUy and historicaUy 
estabUshed dty areas. 
FREEWAYS 
AUowance fot the construction of an interchange 
between the existing South East Freeway and the 
proposed section of the Central Freeway is 
indicated by the vddened piece of accrued land 
occupied by the freeway (refer map). Since 
two interchanges are proposed in and close to 
South Brisbane discussion as to the construction 
date, if ever, becomes important. Land 
surroundhig uitcrchanges although costly 
attracts uidustry and industry bruigs its ownhigh 
level of environmental impact. 
HistoricaUy state government schools were 
placed on marghial land and it appears the 
diyordant placement of the freeway is a 
restatement of this priority rating. A desperate 
collision course with school boundaries by the 
freeway plannen has produced what oould 
become the single most disruptive element to 
the contlnuhig function of the schools. The 
estimated 19BS figure of 74,000 cars per day 
on this section of the freeway all pass by St. 
Lawrences Colleges, Somerville House, Brisbane 
State High and South Brisbane Technical 
College. Parts of State High land arc actuaUy 
to be accrued by the right of way programme to 
provide freeway land, 
(refer to map for proximity of schools to freeway). 
Freeways are Uke parasitic organisms in that 
once a city becomes committed to such a scheme 
it has to increase freeway capadty proportionately 
to mctropoUtan growth rates. It is worth recalUng 
that the present scheme when totaUy constructed 
was designed to effectively cany projected 
traffic volumes up only untU 1985. 
NOISE 
The raised freeway is purported to produce Uttie 
noise from its 74,000 cars per day when travcUing 
freely, but interchanges mean gear changes and 
brakes and that means noise, a lot of noise ui 
South Brisbane. Trains cannot claim any lack 
of noise making potential, whUe at Dutton 
Park Primary our conversation was punctuated 
regularly with trains which presentiy pass through 
there at the rate of 357 per 24hr. day. The 
Merivale RaU Bridge is yet to be constructed 
and wiU create even greater numbers, bad news 
for those schools. The emphasis presentiy being 
placed on these transport corridors could we feel 
justify dosing down some of the super-
adjacent uistitutes, to be relocated elsewhere ui 
the study area at Government expense. 
DWELLING PATTERNS 
1971 census data shows that there are no 
hoUday homes m South Brisbane. From 
1971-1986 the area wUl experience a 20% 
decrease in population. Contrastuig this 
the 20-50 yean age group rises 
from 42% of population m 1971 
to 50.6% of popubtion in 1986. 
This 20-50 year age group represents 
the 'workforce' and within this group the 
uiflux is greatest for the 20-30 year olds. It is 
evident that a large portion of this transient 
youthful sector is housed in new flatting 
in the area. 
54% of the total population Uve ui flats 
40% Uve in detached houses. 
Nearly 20% of fiat dwcUers Uve ui blocks 
contairung more than 9 flats. UsuaUy these 
flats are a 3 storey walk up type constructed 
of brick and reinforced concrete. This buUding 
type represents the predominating 
form of development occurring ih South 
Brisbane and contributes strongly to the 
r lation characteristics 
The area exhibits population characteristics 
that are prevalent in inner suburban districts in aU of the 
10 major metropoUtan areas in AustraUa, That is: a high 
proportion of migrants; significant aboriginal 
community; low income famiUes, and a large transient 
sector. 
MIGRANTS 
,197^census data shows that the overseas 
bom population m the Study Area is approximately 
30% of the total, with Greeks fomung the majority. 
However figures obtained from schools which 
draw a large proportion of their population from the area 
(West End and Dutton Park State School, Brisbane 
StatcTligh) uidicate that 40% to 50% of their students 
are of non-English migrant extraction. The majority being 
Greek with ItaUans, Lebanese, Turks, Yugoslavs and 
Asians also behig promhiant. It was emphasised, 
particulariy by tiie primary schoob, that difficulties 
resulting from the home environment of a large 
number of these students paraUel those of newly arrived 
migrant children. 
There are probably two reasons why 
Southern European setUement occurs 
in this area: firstiy, migrants from Greece 
and Italy have not only been unskiUed 
on arrival, (figures show this is so for 
as high as 74% of tho Greeks and 48% 
of Italians), but have usuaUy migrated 
witiiout government assistance, 
testricted incomes and debts incuned 
from passage costs have Umited their 
choice of housing value and quaUty. 
Secondly, many Southern European prefer 
to live with their compabiots and near their 
ethnic institutions and shops. 
"ABORIGINES 
Oflidal figures on the 1971 census show that 
2766 people hi Uie Brisbane statistical division 
. (which bicludes Ipswich and KedcUffe) 
identmed tiiemselves as aborif^cs. The Soutii dty 
statistical distrirt which gives a good representation 
of the population bi the study area has 215 aborigbies 
or 8% of the total Brisbane figure. 
The total number of chUdren of primarily 
aboriginal extraction artending schools in the 
area is 61, of which 8 are secondary students. 
The South Brisbane area is stgmficant to the 
aborigmal community of Brisbane, It contahis Opal 
House and the Bom Free Oub as weU as the newly 
acquhed student Hostel (previously the 
Baptist Theological CoUege). Manhattan and 
Musgrave parks are other unportant elements 
m the vicmity since they are two of the rare 
spaces in Brisbane where aboriguics can 
"legaUy loiter". 
The urban aboriginal situation wanants 
speciaUzed hi deptii studies hi terms of housuig, 
education, employment and health, education can 
hardly be conddcred as an isolated aspect. 
An important issue is to develop a perspective 
of motivational forces behind urban aborighial 
behaviour and we feel that this could best be 
carried out by a multi disdpUnary design team. 
LOW INCOME EARNERS 
Occupation characteristics of the area 
Uidicate a high proportion of low income 
earners as weU as a fair pcoportion of 
professional people. 
AGE DISTRIBUTION 
The compound of diverse elements' 
responsible for the character of 
the area is discemable in the population 
age distribution. At present there arc 
fewer chUdren, 0 to 14 years, than would 
be cxpeded, being about two thirds that of 
the Queensland average percentage. The major 
workforce age group, 20 to 30 years, u greater 
than averagc,middlc aged distribution is about 
average and the aged population above 60 
years is approximately one third greater 
than the Queensland norm. 
Population projections for the next decade 
forecast a decline ui the overaU 
population of the area with a greater 
concentration hi the major workforce 
age group. Further decreases ut 
the number of chUdren and gradual decreases 
in the aited population are also expected. 
Occupation 
Professional,-
Technical and 
Related Workers. 
Tradesmen, Production 
Process Workers, 
Labourers etc. 
Information avaikble from the schools 
hidicates a large number of "latchkey" 
ChUdren who are negledcd because of 
their dual working parents. Tho organization, 
Parents without Partnen, has for some • 
Study Area Qld Figures thne been endeavourhig to set up after-school 
recreation centres hi the area for chUdien of 
12% 9% one-parent famUics and where both parents 
are working. 
36% 29% 
The workforce is nearly half of the total 
population and exhibits educational 
quaUfJcation levels much below the State 
average. 
MOBILITY 
A survey carried out by the fourth 
year students in June ttds year gives an bidication of 
the mobUity of the population. Of the 249 householders 
hitcrviowed 20% had been hi the area for less than 
a year and nearly another 20%had Uved hi the area 
between 1 and 5 years; these figures correspond to 
changing dweUing pattern. 
Larger tower blocks of up to 8 stories 
providing saleable units serviced by 
elevators are becoming popular and 
unfortunately prominent on the townscapc. 
These medium rise towers appear as if 
offspring from the ubiquitous big brother 
Torbreck. 
Lack of committment to the area by developers 
results in Ul considered building element. With 
chcrishablc few exceptions any existing 
site irregularities or plant 
growth are dcdmated by a leveUed concrete 
platform above which Uie buUding 
rises. This treatment cuts site maintenance 
costs to almost ml. 
Both the unit towers and the flatting 
blocks are having an impact on the heterogenous 
character of the Study Area. Trends uidicate 
the diversity of the existing environment 
k to become dominated by the new-dwcUing 
mono-culture with its predictable, repetitive 
statements. 
data received from some of the schoob. West End 
Primary School has a turnover of 30% of its students 
annuaUy and the Infants School has an even higher 
percentage, last year having a turnover of 43% and 
by September this year already a thhd of the 
pupUs enroUed at the beginning of the year had 
left. Even St. Ita's CathoUc School, Dutton Park 
has a figure of 7% for students that have left during 
Uic year. These fiigures do not mean that 
there is a decrease in population during the 
year since these students arc replaced from 
other faniUies that move into the area. 
This state of flux ui the community presents educational 
problems to the teachers. Not enough time b available to 
determme uidividual needs of the chUdren, and to 
further aggravate the problem, these chUdren often 
come from famUies with marital difficulties. 
BROKEN HOMES 
15% of the total population in the study 
area u either permanentiy separated 
divorced or widowed. (Compared to the 
Queenshmd norm of 8%). The percentage 
of the population from broken famUics would 
be considerably higher than thb figure, smce 
aUowance has to be made for the chUdren 
whose parents are hi these situations. 
The schoob hi the area vrith high proportions 
of chUdren from broken homes arc the State 
Primary and Infants schoob. At one 
school one fifth of the chUdren are either 
from separated, rcpahed or single 
parent famUles. It b significant to note 
that only one of these children b of 
migrant .background, the remainder conUng 
Irpm Australian families with low sodo-economlc 
lathigs. 
^ 
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Differences of planning for public and private learning 
institutes in the area are evident. Most State buUt schools 
tend lo provide harsh physical environments whUc the 
private schools have been more sensitive in their place-
ment of buUdmgs, faciUties eta Brisbane State Higli Main 
BuUding and Uic West End Primary School were both 
buUt in the same era and in the same monumental slyle 
having similar facade treatment. It appears that they 
were a result of a romantic town planning scheme, being 
axiaUy cquidbtant and on a crossroad system incorporating 
llic old Town HaU (Conservatorium of Music) and 
intended to be Unked with the University by a bridge at 
the end of Boundary Street. Needless to say the grid 
system used in the plan points north-south and cast-west, 
even in Ihosc days the tee square/set square combination 
was beginning to have effect on the Ufe style of Ihe 
community. 
Two of the pubUc school buildings (Dutton Park State 
and West End Infants) arc pre-1900 and of some 
historical value. These schools however arc the most 
disadvantaged in the area and this is partiaUy due to the 
restrictions imposed by the physical environments. 
Inadequate natural lighting, inflexible planning 
arrangements of rooms and ovcrscaled proportions arc 
minor compared to the leaching problems encountered, 
however their aggravation does not help in the 
understanding of the complex social situation. It is 
obvious that these schools should be brought up to 
standard, this cither means rcniodeUing or dcmoUtion 
(removal). At present the Queensland Department of 
Works has a prototype system for the design of new 
schools and it would be expected that, rather than 
remodel, preference would be given to this system. 
The Dutton Park Opportunity School is an example 
of a newly buUt departmental school in the area. While 
it is a scliool designed for children ivith special 
problems, offering freedom of movement and facUities 
for a variety of activities, the same spatial concept could 
be mcorporated ui many cxbting structures. 
THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS 
The private schools have some of Ihe most 
advantageous sites In the area. The three CathoUc 
schools arc buUt on parish land that was acquhed early 
Ul the area's history. Tliesc schools arc situated on some 
of (he highest points in the district making the outlook 
a bit more stimulating than industry, freeways and 
railway lines. 
The location of Somerville House was probably origmaUy 
selected lieeause of its proximity to the old Town llaU 
(present Conservatorium of Music) and would have 
been one of the choice sites in the area. (Refer to 
'transportation corridors' for Ihe present situation.) 
•BJJB'V-.'T-TiW 
y OPEN SPACES 
Thb can be considered in the categories of: 
deared space of oval dimensions for vigorous 
runnhig activities, examples of which are 
aUUetics, footbaU, hockey, soccer, etc; 
smaUer cleared spaces for vigorous contained 
activities such as ballgames, basketbaU, 
voUeybaU, gymnastics, etc. and;areas of 
natural tenain or landscaped terrain for a 
whole spectrum of mUder regressive activities. 
Witiiout exception Uie schoob vbited were drastically 
short of open space. Thb b the typical problem 
fadng schoob in Uie urban locations where buUduig 
p[ogrammes,to cater for the hicreased enrohnents, 
whitUes away the smaU proportion of open space 
avaUable. Most of the schoob utiUze open space outside 
their boundaries and thb involves regular 'busing* of 
shidents. (refer nUni bus proposal). 
St. Laurence's CoUege owns a group of ovals several 
mUes from the study area and Uus provides one 
immediate solution. SomerviUe House frequentiy 
uses the Brisbane Cricket Grounds fot athletics. Brisbane 
State High has one oval for 1850 students and 
leUes heavUy on the neighbourliness of other schoob 
for support. Dutton Park Opportunity and Primary 
Schoob share one oval which b at least half bare of 
grass due to constant usage and lack of suffident 
maintenance. West End Prunary uses Davies Park oval 
The total population of the area is nearly 22,000 of 
which there are 2,000 primary, 850 secondary, and 
1650 chUdren of non school age. 
The majority of school age children attend a diversity of 
educational institutes within the area which cater for 
children from a tange of socio-ccononuc backgrounds. 
A larger percentage of children from disadvantaged 
families naturaUy gravitate towards the "free" public 
sdiools whilst the private schools attract the more 
advantaged sector. It must be noted however that the 
small fee for enrolment at the private primary schools is 
comparable to the voluntary donations asked by the 
public schools. 
An examination ot the curricula offered at the secondary 
schools in the area indicated the lack of technical/indust-
rial courses Ihat arc available for boys. Students wc 
have spoken with attend Ycronga High rather than 
Brisbane Slate High bcLausc it has more to offer in this 
field. 
.SCHOOL HNROLMLN IS IN lili-; STUDY 
ARI;A 
SF.CONDAKY PUIJMC 
Brisbane State High 
SllCONDARY PRIVATE 
SonicrvUle liouse 
St.Ursulas 
St. Laurences 
PRIMARY PUBMC 
Dutton Park 
West End Primary 
West End Infants 
PRIMARY PRIVATF 
SomervUle llqusc 
St. Laurences 
St. Itas 
St. Francis 
SPFCiAL 
Dutton Park Opportunity 
TOTAL 
STUDENTS 
1850 
517 
280 
650 
506 
550 
261 
180 
450 
180 
166 
130 
572() 
TRENDS 
Population projections for the next tlmtccn years predict 
almost a halvmg of the school age group with a less 
decrease in the ovcraU population. This trend is 
evidenced by Uic closing of St. Mary's, Peel Street, and 
the reduction of the number of grades to be accepted 
at St. Francis' (although the St. Francis' situation b also 
a result of other infiuences). The closing of any school 
results in an increased enrolment at neighbouring 
institutes, thus, if the projections arc accurate, wc can 
expect fluctuating populations m the primary schoob 
for a number of years. 
The situation will probably have greatest effect in 
the late 1980's. Uy this time it could be feasible 
to maintain one of the two in.iin primary 
schools, Dutton Park or West Knd , as a school 
and utilize the remaining institute as a communiiy 
centre or complementary resource centre. (See later 
suggestion). 
The secondary schools in South Brisbane arc in 
il difference situation because of their accessibility 
lo pubUc transport and less commitment to 
siLiilcnt numbers from the area. 
and Musgrave Park Tennb courts. 
When considering these aspects it becomes evident that a 
doser look at exbthig usable open space b required. 
And where better to start than Musgrave Park, an 
obvious under-utUIzed community resource, beuig the 
only sizable open pubUc space ui South Brbbane, 
After school hours the chUdren of the neighbourhood 
unit play on the streets. UtUhdng commonsence they 
stick primarily to dead end streets. By caterhig for 
these activities and designation places where they wiU 
occur a mote resourceful development of thb trend 
could come about. 
Heavy excavation work being undertaken in an effort to provide suitable open space for school activities. 1. St. Ursulas 2. St. Itas. 
SUGGESTIONS some 
The remainder of thb article deals individuaUy with some of the planning solutions presentiy bemg formulated: 
* * * • * 
• A Pre-school 
- A Mini-bus Service 
• Zoning and Education 
- Complimentary Resource Facility 
• Air Rights at Dutton Park 
• The Neighbourhood Unit 
Environmental Studies 
ZO>BNG AND EDIXATICN 
A short perusal of an 'exfating' land use map fcr SouUi 
Brisbane, prepared by the Town Plannhig students, 
demonstrates the complexity of Uie developmg land 
use pattern. A shnilar perusal of a Brbbane City 
Coundl zoning proposal map hidicates the atbitary 
borden between areas and generaUy Uie provision for 
mon hidustiy, more low and medium rise dweUhig and 
more commercial actMty. 
Some schoob wfll find themsehres sunounded by 
Uidustry, others by tower blocks, stiU oUiers 
by cofflnierdal activity and flnaUy combbiations of 
aU three. Commercial land use brings more traffic 
trips and obviously more noise. Industrial land use 
indicates heavy forms of transportation. 
Spot Zomng around schoob seems a workable solution 
that wUl provide the unconsidered hutitutes wiUi buffer 
areas and mafaitahi soraeUUng of the adjacent urban 
dhrersity. A major critidsm of exbting coundl ptoposab 
b Uiat Uiey are too general and tend to detract from Uie 
heterogenity of Uie area. The group b developuig 
a set of proposab for zonhig patterns as related to Uie 
educational histihitions. It wfll be based on Uiformation 
from exbting landuse maps, B.C.C. zonhig proposals 
and tiie projected Wlbur SmlUi zonhig map for Uie 
year 2000. 
- - i^nvuonmental studies i( ir ir if ir 
A MINI BIB SERVICE 
The problem of transport to and from educational 
excursions has been a problem for not only the more 
financiaUy deprived schoob but also for some of the 
larger secondary schoob with smaU speciaUsed classes. 
A bus with 3 capadty of 20 or 30 would be ideal for a 
class or a one supervisor teacher unit. Arosterhig 
system could be arranged so that one school would not 
dominate the facUity, 
WhUst Uie service could exbt by itself, catering solely 
for the educational Uistitutes, it would be advantageous 
if it was integrated as a community service, hopefully 
fostering better school community relations 
(encouraged by the Karmel Report). EarUer in the 
year we recommended a mhil bus service to supplement 
the present City CouncU routes in the area. 
'A muii bus service has the obvious advantage of 
personalised service and a greater frequency than 
normal services. Such a service could be used In the 
study area particularly to encourage shopphig at West 
End shoppuig centre shice: the frequency of the Dornoch 
Terrace service (Route 29) b low, especi^y after peak 
hours when most shoppuig expe^tions are carried out; 
Uie exbting West End service (Route 177) has a Umited 
route (foUowing the old tram Une), with emphasb 
placed on catering for the University ferry; and the 
grades) curves, and widths of streets in the area are such 
Uiat dty coundl buses have manouvabiUty difficulties 
(particularly true of streets around Dornoch Terrace).' 
Admimstration of the service could be carried out by 
Uie Brbbane City Coundl with commitment by tiie 
Education Department (it should be a free service to 
most of the schoob to encourage environmental 
studies). We are stUl mvestigating the numbers of 
buses requhed and the location for the smaU depot 
and service bay.(doubUng as a compUmentary resource 
faciUty for the dbtrict?) 
YOUR INVEST MENT 
COMPUTE (MODEL RU II HB) 
Unit Price 
Optlonaraqulpfflont 
NETTraiCI 
FLEET: 
No. or vchlclaa 
TOTAL FLEET 
COST • 
COMPLEMENTARY RESOURCE F A a U T Y 
The establishment in an exbting structure (eg. ware-
house ) of a facUity that complements and expands 
educational programmes of the areas schoob, 
Thb would be achieved with: 
scarce equipment, 
speciaUzed commercial and industrial exhibits and 
machinery, 
a variety of educational, technical and cultural 
displays. 
A comprehensWe fadUty for aU dty schoob could 
even have specialbt personeU on the staff. 
The complementary resource centre cannot be a 
finite solution to the unmediate, specialbt, consensus 
needs of the community but be capable of changhig 
to provide the different resources to complement the 
altered needs. 
AIR RIGHTS AT DUTTON PARK 
The two adjacent schoob, Durton Park Prunary and 
Dutton Park Opportunity are separated by a group of 
three train lines. Construction of a raised cement plat 
form over these Unes joinhig the two schoob would 
result m a larger open space. Combhied with the 
exbting smaUer area of each school and adjacent no 
through roads a footbaU field size play area could 
be developed. 
Co-operation between the prindpab b high so adniin-
btration of such a combhied space would be no problem 
The construction when turfed would take a fraction of 
the cost of demoUshmg and developmg a simUar area 
nearby. An extra asset of such a construction would re-
sult from the baffling of noise from the trains 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
Official Government poUcy hi Queensland per 
'Envhonmental Control' Queensland Government 
January "71 
'Education b a key factor in any environmental 
control propamme. The Education Department, 
aware of the vital role of education, encourages the 
faiclusion of envhonmental studies m primary and 
secondary school curicula, the establishment of 
envhonmental study areas hi schoob and the use of 
natural areas for environmental studies; and 
partidpation in specific and state wide ecological 
projecb and surveys'. 
In view of the emphasis of thb declaration one b 
disappouited to find next to no such acthity occuring m 
Uie study area. In some of the more progresshfe 
independent schoob hi AustraUa creative synthesb has 
suppknted the former analytical approach to the curri-
cukr and cut right across the conventuinal dbtinction 
between subjects. 
The Umited evidence of environmental study occuring 
in the State primary schoob amounted to an almost 
regubtion fish tank per class room, mvariably empty. 
Ample evidence of studies of a high level of compre-
hension are available from students of progresshre 
schoob. The secondary schoob we visited were 
convhiMd that environmental study was a recent 
phenomena existmg as a separate course under special 
histruction. Thb b unfortunate considerhig the re-
sources of the surrounding area. 
South Brisbane b an ideal source of SthnuUi i'or urban 
environmental studies, behig'hi such a dynamic state 
it exhibib aU the major trends hi big dty problems and 
changes. Polution, expressways, Ulogical tend zomng 
cosmopoUtanism, vandalism, violence and a wide sodo-
economic spectium are a few a^iects of hiterest. 
IDENTIFYING PROCESSES 
Furthermore, wiUi co-operation from commercial and 
mdustrial sectors the functionuig of the community can 
be exposed as a teaming experience. AUlevebof 
uidustries should be wUUng to identify Uieh production 
processes, this can be achieved by labelling the functions 
of machmery and equipment used and further supplement 
hig Uib a display ui words, photographs, modeb and 
diagrams placed in a position accessible to'the general 
pubUc. 
Live clean•. Think clean,. 
" % 
DOMiaLARY SERVICES 
An expansion of awareness b best achieved by first hand 
experience. Shident partidpators m domidlary services 
on a voluntary basb (hiltiaUy hi school attendance time) 
could bring a rapport between the extreme sectors of a 
community who would probably never oUierwisc hiteract. 
One facet of the Greek culture b the mahitenance of the 
elderiy through their twflight years ui the domestic 
scene. 
Two groups in AustraUan sodety suflier forms of social 
ostracism, one b the aged who are sentenced to con-
finement hi low standard high rent flats or suibteriy 
pristine old aged homes. Secondly there b the pubescent 
group whose physical and menial changes appear as if an 
embairassment to their peers. For thb group UtUe 
provision b made hi teims of recreation facilities. South 
Brbbane can produce either pin baU kings or champion • 
swimmers. 
Lets Have an eco theme pinbaU machine. 
FARMLET 
For the younger chUdren ui Uie area, Pre-School and 
Primary up to Junior High,the estabUshment of a snaU 
fernikt would aUow a doser association with some of the 
common domestic animals. It b felt that a cow, a few 
sheep or goats and a water pond (tortoises, UUies etc), 
space for maintenance and plant cultivation would form 
the basb of thb unit, irfuch couU be positioned hi one of 
Uie backyard spaces in a neighbourhood unit (refer head 
ing neighbourhood unib). It would be advantageous to 
have the fannlet attached^or hi proximity of^ a Creative 
Leisure Centre for pre-schoolers sunUar to the type 
operating in Balmain, Sydney. 
J 
THE NEI(3ffi0URH00D UNFT 
A visual hispection of open space hi the neighbourhood 
unit, (we felt tiib was the scale at which play area 
solutions should be provided) prompted by the kids on 
the streets, revealed several dzable tracts of overgrown 
land at ttie rear of the houses; AUotments are very deep 
and nanow, the depth b such that many residents 
have fenced off up to 1/3 of the site to cut mahitenance 
thne down. The result b a topographicaUy variable area 
of land rich in texture due to stored soUd wastes and 
heavy plant growths. It b rendered useless for any 
recreational activity by the ubiquitous fences. We have 
documented thb type of avaUable space in our 
neighbourhood and intend soUdting residents ophiion 
orr a set of suggestions regarding its utiUzation as a 
recreation area for the chUdren. BasicaUy aU it requires 
b removal of sections of fence and a gesture of 
approval to the kids to use the opened space. 
Under utilized space at the back of our house Baynes Street, West End. 
Although out primary aim is one ol greater 
inlegralion ihe actualian|c-Of Nolutioiis an<'(, 
pri)po«.ih is quite dWcisUicd. When ciiquirhig , ' 
jbout ilic nwds of iho bi.";titutcs v.i; wuc often ' •: 
confronfcj with hiulding pnipoiaLs tli!.i wcrijntcndtd ' 
10 vitkf.v individual he wis and v^ 'cfc not tat fioin iniplc-
mcniutioji. Wc became involved in some of tHo^ 'i 
propoals.• • • .-• :'';••••• : • ' •', '' i" .. :•' 
r<i dale hivoivcmcrithas'lAtiscd fioiu ;miUlcl^nicnij--
juch.iii play^ounils to \siXV» fycliity bloi;kc,4lij.iii 
(•tscnriaUy individual pl.nnntng to pliiiPbia on^ 
I onuiiuritty.-, sdiool in tcgrational Icvd, • ; •.;^ ;; y . 
uiid ftxim IhelrtimedUtdy applicable to 'n^ l^vl?- , v 
more teiiaUvc.ptoposab. ,' •j"''" •':•;• 
An t'mplia.'sb btein(;'p lacotl on groviaon « awt^ ^ate 
cilui-ational fmUonmont;; for the yotiii^trchiWtch."; 
Vrc school und priinaty v.xpuriences contribute• • 
str<m«ly,to thcindividudb iiukeup.'This.fpUo^'S .' .. 
1 " • 
\ ' 
•,'Oirctwas trends whctc oftin propoitionatcly 
heavier finandal»-'o,taiiiiltmcntL"i made loi. ,^  , .;. 
achieving cducatioii in th(;.yoypgror(iiativc ; ,''.. 
;;yo;it''.. • •,". ' " ' • ' 
' ltisimpott.int t<uiinucn'^ .^'l'-"'^ 'swnsperlaiiiini;. 
loilie provision of c^ucitipnal.oiiviionmentsin . 
South Ihi^baocThi*iVolvcsdiscihin.ation.,,..' ; • •. 
of tlndiiij^ ifid p»ap^5als|0 thc.'gpvcrnjjia bodjesiV - • • 
•; amrrn); whom are the (iid t-'ducatioii bcpatliiicnt [ - • 
and itsphtinitii! uuthcirily thi.< Slate Department of 
WVirks, the corporate bodios b<':liinJ thefij-ivatc •' . 
• schools aiiJ tlicir planninc tonsiilunti, and related • 
bttii'chts (if other .slate .md Local GovcrnmcQt 
f^partmcnts elg., Parks, Roads and' Rail, Wc intend • 
.•';ti;^ ,dciiionsttalc lo those persons imoWcd in c^Uicaliou 
' 5iif S.B.arti the'potential of Ik resources ia the 
arwi mid gain there iiitore,<liu.a working lelaOoiiship 
•• regardingprdposab.;,^,^..; j ^ - ; , >: v|' ^-7:.iv;•..::;:; 
Anyone interested in oiir work and who Is \vlUing to 
wnilributf, even criticism,cin contact us tturough the 
Vacjliy or P.p. Box 34vST. LlCl A. Tlic group will 
licfirritdy.Wfurictlonnig lintiithc end of 74 anil apart.fjoni 
the .S.B. study has no other sjiccific progranimc .is yet; 
TJ.l<! article is a summary to date of 1^ ongoing study, . . • 
' ihat we have Iwfin conducting for two terms. We . 
arc making no effort to list rcferena'.s since Such a 
:hst would tike up more space thin \ve are wilUiig : 
•to sacrifice. Wc would hov.tvcr Uke lb tliank .all 
tlnx'«'that have helped us, and in particular'the •„ . .•..;.;, 
l>rincipab and teachefs of tJio'.sch:;rpls;; Dr AloDonald. j , \ 
(Gtop, Dept.);,(hc;rclwnplanniiifipcopli>;CoUeen: " -1; ' 
:P;i5lilcy and h « asiaWnnt AnnotloLong; and Darcy and; • 
> a f c . • • • . , ' • ; . • . . , . • - . • • ' • ; • ; ; • • •••. 
Article arid layoaV W, Price C.RbblnJon. 
IPriiited by CPL. CAT, BaUey St. West End. 
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In the present age the less intelligent men and women 
with theh predict.ible non-cogent thought generally despise 
those men whose thought tends to be incisive and who fre-
quently prefer not to express themselves intwo or more 
words where one precise word will do. The former class 
often finds indulgence due to its strictly quantitative su-
periority. But, for reasons which should be obvious, the 
latter class cannot be utterly neglected. 
This book is intended to express certain important teach-
ings of the Srimad-bhagavatam. TheSanskrlSrimad-bhaga-
vatam, which is such a wonderful source book for truly in-
trospective philosophy, is now translated into the English 
language by His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 
Prabhupada. His great work is such that He alone in the en-
tire world could have done and we all owe Him a deep debt 
of gratitude for the inestimable kindness He has shown us. 
It is my hope that through these pages some thoughtful 
souls may enter into the spiritual world of the Bhagavatam 
under the guidance of Hb Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta 
Swami Prabhupada, my Spiritual Master. 
V Goursundar Daui 
Kamal first met Vairagya Vidya on a walk around the 
perimeter of town. 
Vairagya Vidya: The problems of life stem from indecbion. 
Our footsteps on our path are not firm because of constant 
intervention of doubts as to the worth of the course we 
have selected. As if on a journey troubled by unforeseen 
events and disturbing obstacles, we forget our initial deter-
mination in facing trials along the way. We have grown ac-
customed to acting in uncertain ways and changing our 
minds due to our inabUity to perfectly solve our problems 
by any course of action we may attempt to apply to our 
purpose. We must gain success by getting in hand the deci-
sive solution to life's threats and never being shaken into 
I'X empty-handed despair by any surprise or banality. We must 
'\ serve the most worthy objective of human life. The roman-
; tic ideal of a man, who b actually a fool, sticking to his 
•'.' folly to the bitter end b not noble. The noble man is the 
sane man persevering in the noble ambition. 
Kama!: It seems to be the nature of the mind to change. 
This fickleness b generally very unpleasant. We expect our 
friends to keep promises they have made us, but again we 
abandon reciprocal responsibility in our weakness, under 
the order of selfish sensuous ambitions. The standard of de-
termination is attained by only a few extraordinary men. 
Vahragya Vidya: Fixedness can be perfectly developed in 
subservience to the unalloyed truth alone. Therefore we 
must search out the truth or the real reality and proceed to 
live up to the truth when it has been found. 
Kamal: Is all exbtence rationally organised or is it unorga-
nbed? If it b organised, by what b it organised? 1 thuik the 
world b organised by super-intelligence beyond the limita-
tions of phenomena and noumena. 
Vairagya Vidya: This wiU prove to be the consbtent view m 
all cases of philosophical inquiry. But is philosophical in-
q[uiiy valid? What else can we utilise to approach the truth? 
Kanud: Some favour sentiment. I mean bUnd faith in an 
agent promising salvation. If it has been accepted by the 
forefaUiers, their mutual acquiescence is supposed to gua-
rantee the validity of the selected sentiment. 
Vaungya Vidya: Sentunent b often misdurected and turned 
to fanaticbm or umeasonmg prejudice. But we need the 
phUosophical inqmiy which gives full scope to out devo-
tional aptitude, 
Kamal: How can we understand God? 
Vairagya Vidya: The conception of God b of the FuUest. 
No limitations should be unposed on the Supreme. It u for 
thb reason that the method of absolute self-surrender has 
urgent priority in our effort to realise God. We say surren-
der to God, and surrender means factual submbsion to the 
superior in body, muid and soul. There b no question of 
reserving any put of our resources of body, mmd and soul 
fot private enjoyment, leaving aside God's worship. By all 
our activity, speech and thou^t we must be dovetaUed 
with God's wiU. That should be practically tested by one 
mote advanced on the path of spiritual progress. We should 
not be afraid to be scrutinised by such a bona fide repre-
sentative of God if we are suicere ui our purpose. The ques-
tion of placing ourselves under the guidance of one more 
advanced ui surrender to God deals in the necessity for a 
regular succession of teachers and disciples to preserve the 
purity of the devotional service mtact. The disciplic succes-
sion b a roost important aspect of the pure devotional ser-
vice of the Supreme Lord. Through that manifestive agency 
God conveys His revelations. Godhead is Ught; ignorance is 
darkness. When there b li^t, darkness cannot remam. It 
wiU be possible to have the conception of Godhead when 
we are m touch with Him via the disciplic chain, just as it 
b possible to have iUiunuiation in a light fixture when it is 
connected to the powerhouse. And although the l i^ t of 
our fixture b lunited the power flowing through the Unes 
from the powerhouse b not. SunUarly our conception of 
Godhead can be considered full m tenns of our limited ca-
pacity, but cannot encompass or limit the actual fuUness of 
God, which cannot be contained m our humble receptacle. 
Kamal: Many say that words are useless vanities. 
•;;. Vairagya Vidya: Words are sounds which purport to an-
•'•".nounce objects and their components. Ideas are certain of 
'•'. these objects which attempt to reveal truths. An idea may 
j'.' be no more identical with truth than a sound with the ob-
'/:' ject it signifies, but the value of ideas and words cannot 
V{ thereby be minimised, Words and ideas are indicators by 
AV which man's mind is directed on the path of truth. 
i But words have Uie potency to delude as well as to en-
i, Ughten us. The potency of words which diverts our minds 
;'fi from realismg the non-dual substantive Reality of Godhead 
' b the potency productive of ignorance. The enlightening 
potency of words expresses Godhead, points to Godhead, 
the Absolute Knowledge. 
I waijt to express myself not in terms of precocity but 
; m terms of truth. Communication will always be the suc-
t^ cesaful combination or juxtaposition ot words at the right 
oe before a receptive audience. As the time or the audi-
lUr^unr',' I- - '^ 
ence changes, the necessary words will abo have to change 
even to express the same truth. So different writings beg to 
receive the appreciation of various readers in the proper 
time. We can hardly condemn an author whose desire was 
to explore the truth for having selected words unimagined, 
unaccepted or scorned by ourselves. At some time the same 
words may mean their fullest import to us as intended by 
the author. Truth should be the goal of all speech. What 
truth? The totally relative and unsubstantiable truth? In-
deed the social reality b hypothetical and not necessarily 
identical with truth. If it U replied that sincerity is required 
in the pursuit of Truth, there is equal opportunity for a 
skeptic to reply, "That is an even more ineffable commodi-
ty." So how can truth be defined? As the Absolute Real 
Reality nourishing all relative realities and Being Itself su-
premely independent and unconditioned—the Source from 
which everything emanates, by which everything b exbtent 
and in which everything will be conserved when no longer 
manifest. Knowledge of the Absolute Truth incorporates 
the reciprocal fvnctions of all relativities—just as the sun 
reveab tdl things. Absolute Knowledge reveals all exbtences. 
An orduiary human being, when he grasps the idea that 
the phenomenal world exposed to our senses is only an ab-
rupt and unintelligible section of the whole truth, can by 
Ustening to the words used by a self-realbed soul gain know-
ledge of the Absolute. 
The personal factor which can be eliminated in empiric 
epistemology is the central and abiding feature of the genu-
ine search for Truth. Thus the Spiritual Master is the pivot 
of the whole process. The quest for the Truth is identical 
with the quest for the Spiritual Master. As soon as the Spi-
ritual Master is found the negative quest gives place to the 
positive knowledge. 
God is the Supreme Predominating Person. He cannot 
be approached save through full surrender in devotional 
love channelled through the Spiritual Master. One can have 
a complete perspective view of God's revelation flowing 
from the sacred scripture across the entities of individu^ 
soub when he has been guided by the expert Guide up the 
mountain of divine love towering over the frail ideas of 
mankind. Our vocabulary and our conceptual firamework b 
indeed inadequate to encompass the unlimited mind of 
God, Whose ideas are our only Reality and Whose words 
are identical with Himself 
We should acknowledge the following realisation which 
we cannot escape in our heart of hearts: 
1.1 exist. 
2.1 shall continue to exist. 
3.1 have joy. 
4. There is a great Entity underlying and maintaining my 
joy. 
5. It is my real nature to depend on the support of this 
Entity. 
6.1 am eternally guided by this Entity. 
7. This Support is extremely beautiful. 
8.1 have no power of abandoning this Support. 
9. My present state is lamentable. 
10.1 ought to follow again my Guide and Support, giving 
up this miserable condition. 
11. This world is not my eternal dwelling place. 
12. By the progress of this world my eternal improvement 
i$ not secured. 
Kamal: How can a neophyte test the truth of what he finds 
in his personal attempt at spiritual realisation? 
Vairagya Vidya: The authenticity of a piece of information 
should be corroborated with due reference to the Spiritual 
Maatei; the previous sages, and the scriptures by the sincere 
conscience withm the heart of each of us. We find ui thb 
process the full scope for our use of the rational and emo-
tional functions in surrendering to the Supreme Truth. Oth-
er processes are deceptive in that Uiey do not check the 
haliucinative tendency of human beings urgmg them on to 
sensuous exploits in the non-conscious worid. We can com-
pare the effort at traversing the path of truth under the 
guidance of the Spiritual Mastet regulating our whims with 
that of travelling on a bridled horse. Without the Spiritual 
Master we travel on the unbridled horse in whatever direc-
tion the mind chooses for the moment. It b not a good 
thing to ride across the landscape trampling others to death 
while maintaining a devil-may-care rakishness or.unconcem 
for fate in our ridiculous fancy of supposing ourselves to 
to be the center of everythuig, 
Kamal: Granted we need guidance. How do we find it? 
Vahragya Vidya: The issue resolves to a sunple question: 
Should we surrender to Godhead represented by His living 
Devotee or should we stick to a sectarian concept of ac-
cepting only a particular figure in remote antiquity as our 
prophet for all time, being content to commune via ultra-
meUpsychosb? What is the position of the bygone pro-
phets? Are we to meet them at all on the physical platform 
of identifying body and soul as inseparable units? Can we 
be privileged to accept the saving grace of the holy sages 
when we want to maintain that they were physical beings 
identical with physical bodies? 
Kamal: I do not think that I could consbtently identify the 
soul with the physical body, God's son withlhefiiSo' 
blood humanity, and salvation with a hbtorical figure and 
pretend by stretching the imagination far past the breaking 
point that 1 could accommodate all thb within my heart to 
be saved. 
Vahragya Vidya: God, the Creator of thb worid, obviously 
exbted before the material manifestation, as Hb position 
as Creator implies, and consequently has no need of any 
material body to cause His existence. God is therefore not 
a physical being, as He exbted before the creation of the 
physical worid which gives rise to the physical bodies. Simi-
larly, God's eternally real son need have no material body. 
Furthermore, none of us need be identified as mere physi-
cal bodies, though we be confined within certain material 
bodies and feel obliged to serve their demands 24 hours a 
day every day of our lives. Within the body another kind 
of entity b manifested which we call the mind. The mental 
exbtence is real, to a certain extent, at least comparable 
and parallel to the bodUy reality, although the point has 
been hoUy debated by dialecticians of the materialbtic as 
opposed to the idealbtic Utopian schemes. The mental re-
ality b more or less acknowledged in the formulation of 
the sciences of the mind which however try to convince 
the dweller in the body that he should be happy to be as-
sociated with the body and satisfied with the amenities 
showered upon it in the course of his frenzied exploitations 
of other simUar beings and should never commit suicide ui 
frustration. But aU the votes m favour of this reality system 
cannot legislate it into force. Any nurober of people may 
believe a certaui lie or network of Ues and that will not 
make them ttue. So aU the opinions to the contrary are no 
bat to our exploring the non-physical and non-mental ave-
nues of the self. There was a time when we did not exbt in 
the ptesent body. Even hi the present life-span we have had 
various kinds of bodies, from infant's body to chUd's body 
to adolescent's body, etc. Before the present lifetime, did 
we not exbt? We may not remember existing, but does that 
mean anythmg definite in thb case? Do we all remember 
living m our mother's womb or remember bemg bom? No, 
but these things occurred. Do we remember our fitst year? 
Perhaps. We have been through changes, but we have en-
dured. 
Kamal: Then Uiere b Uie other end of the highway. WUl we 
stop living when the hands of the clocks here move past the 
time appointed on our death certificates? WUl the clocks' 
stroke annUiUate us? 
Having spent some time in conversation with Srt Vai-
ragya Vidya, Kamal departed for his own residence. On hit 
way home he met up with his friend Tejo. The two walked 
together slowly as the sun set over the sea. 
Kamal: You know, Tejo, I've been thinking rather seriously 
about life. 
Tejo: You mean the age-old question: "Is thete life after 
bitth?" 
Kamal: I mean what b Ufe? What b the "I"? 
Tejo: The eye b the body, the body b the family's, the 
famUy b the we, we are the nation's, the nation b humani-
ty, humanity is Uie mind of man, the mind b the I, and the 
eye b dead. I have heard all thb, still I have to admit that 
the eye haunts me. I see him in the mirror, I cannot escape 
the eye. The I b in me. 
Kamal: And within the I b the Supereye: the eye of God. 
But I am after all one small conditioned soul. I cannot ex-
pect to speak for any other soul. I only know that I must 
search wiUiin myself to find my eternal personality. I have 
no cause for lamentation if I but remember my eternal as-
pect. Yet that will not lead me to imagine my greatness by 
projecting roy individuation throu^out eternity. Although 
mfinite in time the soul b not mfinite in magnitude. Eter-
nal Time U composed of limiUess strands of mdividuations 
spanning the reaches of all past, all present, and all future. 
It b a cloth of many threads. The selves are the strands and 
the Supreme Self u the Weaver. Spiritual Life b all con-
scious, and consciousness is never apart from living person-
alities. So my humility need not push me to posit myself 
as a magnitude approaching zero or nothingness. I have 
only to segregate the conditioned non-spiritual attributes 
conglomerated with me—but must not let the suicidal as-
pect of self-effacement push me to nothingness. I am not a 
non-entity. It b undoubtedly true that I am prone to make 
imperfect judgments, but i will not be intunidated into in-
action, nor speechlessness, when 1 am desirous of serving 
my Lord. 
Kamal and Tejo walk on in silence, at last going their 
separate ways. Early next morning Kamal rises and bathes 
in the sea, then goes to aee Vairagya Vidya who greets him 
warmly and shares breakfast with him. 
Katnal: The thhigs I have experienced hi life seem to keep 
me in theh dominion and prevent me from following your 
words. 1 am unable to know whether there is actually any 
other kind of existence beyond what I perceive, but I can 
detect the seeming deficiencies which you point out. I can 
deeply feel that I exbt and that other things than 
1 
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d other selves as well do exbt. But I am unable to under-
stand much more than this. I do not know about the super-
structure of life. I do not know if I have the capacity to 
'; uncover the ontological truth. 
Vairagya Vidya: Are you content to go without knowing 
the whole truth? 
^, Kamal: I am not exactly content to, but 1 am prone to. It 
b the force of inertia or laziness. In my lack of positive 
enlightenment I can hardly find any strength to make my 
move forward. I can slide in the tidal flow of life with my 
fellow creatures, but I really don't want that, I look for 
mysterious, and the key to the mysterious, with a deep 
yearning, but I am overwhelmed by the petty, I have heard 
it said that arguments cannot prove God's existence. But 
they can have considerable force nevertheless. If you can 
apply some such force to me, please do. 
Vairagya Vidya: God is known to us when He chooses to 
make Himself known. He is never to submit to our inspec-
tion or our demands for appearing according to our whims. 
We have to become fit to see God and wefcome His ap-
proach at His Own Sweet Will, but we cannot demand any-
thing from God if we understand our true position as His 
humble servitors. Actually we are never separate from God. 
But we have become spiritually blind and cannot detect 
His Presence. By the sight of the world we have lost sight 
of God. 
It is not so much the world that is to be condemned as 
3ur attitude towards it. We try to formulate the cdnc^p-
'.ions which wiU facilitate our enjoymenU^R^jJiil^xijg^ihg.. 
tilings not according to their respective ments, butratfiir' 
our conditioned refiexes in the sequential repetitions tha^ 
we have been taught signify pleasure. So^verythingis made 
to revolve on our deformed mental plane. Our enj6yment^_ 
are^rojections out onto the panoramic mat^ efial screen bjF^ 
our myids, which are potent only as adjuncts of H^B^^-
The word soul identifies the inner essence of each li^^L«h-
tity, the "1" vyithift Uie mind, the thing in each of us wnich 
we most cherish. The body changes.^e mind changes, but 
the / does not change. Jhere. are m'any misleading (feirip^v 
Hions qf t^he / given bwpeople who would shroud him in 
'obf^tvyty'ah'd ^her ) i i^^,to oblivion. But, althoiigh the / 
.mt^t^ fotgoljteii, as he b by those IWing as.plants and low-
ifa^s', h e l s ^ v e r thereby destroyed. And within tf-" 
ividUBii50ul'i«'the-Supreme Soul. He b 
simu)tan(!^^fan'd~He b.within HimwUdMiBi^TfS'oi 
When Kamal left the place of Vairagya Vidya, he did 
not have to go far before meeting Tejo. 
Kamal: I'm coming to realize that pleasure is something in-
ternal. There is no real meaning to pleasure except in rela-
tion to the experiencing person. 
Tejo: Well, I've seen dogs enjoy life more than some 
people I know. 
Kamal: That's just it, a dog b an experiencing personality. 
So he can also project himself into a material situation and 
attempt to enjoy it. But there is no inherent pleasure vest-
ed in anything in thb world. If a waterfall falb in the for-
est and there b no one there to care, is there any pleasure? 
Pleasure b not an attribute of any gross thing. No object of 
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following the spiritual path or the material path, and whicl 
b called spiritual in the fonmer case and material in the la^ 
ter. The soul b the self perceived by the spiritual mind and 
b worthy of self-love as the dwellmg place of the Supreme i 
Soul of God. Our sou! b lovable only because of God s -J 
dwelling within him. Because He is within all of us, we can '-i 
feel the attraction of self-love. He is the Supreme Self that ^ j 
makes all other selves lovable, just as the living entity b Uie -j 
cause of our attraction for the body. No one loves a body <•; 
which b devoid of Uie living entity. So Uie spiritual mmd .-
recognbes this: God b Supremely lovable. He dweUs in me •; 
and in all other living entities, and I should serve Him ac- -
cordingly. I should cease to serve the material body and 
material mind which I now possess. These bodies are of the 
nature of condensed reactions for pursuing Uie paUi of ig- '• 
norance. By God's arrangement they axe also temporal. One • 
may leave behind the necessity for such materialisation of • 
form when he has fully realised the eternal service of God. 
For the remaining period allotted to thb body's manifesta-
tion, one should utUise every endeavour to maintain hb 
spiritual vision as a pure soul free from false self-love. The 
false conception of the self only overpowers those who 
neglect the service of Krsna the all-Love. Love b possible 
in relation to the all-Love Who can foster its delicacies. 
Turning against the all-Love to the darkness of evil we can 
have only fabe self-love, which seeks to exploit other be-
ings in the name of love, which is by its vety nature inshi-
cere because it b unfaithful to Krsna Who lives m all hearts. 
Kamal: How can one serve Krsna in this body when the 
body is given to so much lethargy? 
Vairagya Vidya: One can overcome the drowsyness arising 
from the bodily condition by the meaningful excitement of 
devotioiy,f!verPthe sunplest activity in devotional service 
can be exciting if one has the real underatanding of hb posi-
tion as temporarily in a Iqgtltion in time and space that 
wiU not be'«it?red agam and which slwuld be uitensiyely 
utUised m dovetaUing our fuiite Vijls in the Absolute wUl 
served by aU. It is true that Uib Ubdy can be a burden id 
cany, but it is better to cany that weight in the service of 
Kr^na>than to Jie suffocatmg under it. If we t^ y to carry 
the^i^fei^, we wiU buUd Uie iequured strength tb'do soin 
a sHorttmie. As we grow stronget the burdensome .body 
.tecomemort and more Insignificant; - ' - V ' ^ ^ . 
air But in anotljer senje,-if-krena jives ia.the^.eartaof^ 
aU cIlK^res, do we hot serve Hiin by offering oiir bodily;. 
services toal i cfeaturea?«''rheh do n o t ^ meri serve Krsna-
• " " • ^ f -
K: 
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Wragya Vidya: Well, that depends. What sort of miracles? 
: Curing uidigestion, gout, and poverty? Giving sight to the 
blind and Ufe to the dead? No. That b the business of sci-
ence-not reUgion. Science b the alleged benefactor of our 
material condition. 
Kamal: So what miracle do you want? 
Vauagya Vidya: Absolute Knowledge alone. No trinkets, 
no medidnes, no prombes-just revealed TtuUi. That estab-
Ushes bonafidelity. Teach Uie eternal reality of the spiritual 
mdividuation and the lovuig relationship of tiie soul with 
, the Great Consort Oversoul Uitoughout eternity. The pres-
, ent condition of the self incotporates the body and need 
be predicated as neither defmitive nor fabe but aa evolutive. 
The soul b always playuig in relationship with Krsna-even 
vriien he beUeves there is no Krena-that b only'aiiaspect 
of hb eternal relationship. 
But ulthnately the power of logic b less than the power 
of mspiration. And what b the fountamhead of insphation? 
ft b Divine Love. The reason of man b not so powerful 
that it can break the shackles of the senses-but it b the 
preiogative of the soul's devotion to truUi to go forth over 
the hollow symbob that surround and stymie reason, to go 
walkmg ovei theu: heads to rendezvous with the Spirit's 
Truth. The reason b often ensnared in obligations and com-
mitments to matter—or the non-soul. But the soul hungers 
for the embtace of the Supteme Soul at every step m the 
wot Idly journey. 
Kamal: It seems Uiere b in Uib an inexplicable duality-the 
mmd versus the soul. How can this be? 
Vairagya Vidya: The mind is a function of Uie soul that 
lepresents him in material transactions. The soul b not di-
rectly afflicted with material contamination-but through 
the agency of the mind he enters the material pool. Perhaps 
an example can help clarify the apparently impossible con-
flict of interests here. Take the example of lust. Lust b a 
development of the mind which can lead the mind into 
great trouble. Lust arises in the mind, and, when given in-
dulgence, saps the mind's power and undermines hb efforts 
at securing felicities. The mind under the dictation of lust 
acts in ways that would be foreign to it in its sober state. 
The sexual impulse can demand so much attention that the 
mind can become "dirty" with its vulgar interests and can 
then act against itself. 
Kamal: 1 know many people who want to glorify sexual en-
gagement as the highest activity for man-but it is after all 
the least dbtinguished quality of humanity-it b one of the 
lowest common denominators of all animal transactions. 
Man b unique in nature, man b potentially noble, not for 
hb sexual power, but for his searching for God. Sexual de-
sire is found in dogs, pigs, monkeys, even lizards and flies— 
everywhere. It b the impulse upon which the limited world 
is manifesting. 
Vairagya Vidya: But spiritual desire, the longing for Divine 
Love, b the one tendency found in man alone, by which 
there is positive transcendence of the earthly and deficient 
reality. The lover of Godhead sees all things as the handi-
work of his Lord, but sees them as useless without His Pres-
ence. He feels His hidden control and observation and cries 
*D be accepted into His embrace. He feels simultaneous 
union with and separation from Krsna. He knows that he is 
in Kr^na, as indeed are all things,'and Uiat Krsna is in him, 
and all things, but he also understands hb separation and 
the separation of the world from Krsna. He does not love 
the world more than Krsna, so he has not much respect 
from the men of the world. Yet he does not crave their re-
spect nor their understanding. He regrets not that he can-
not give them simple superficial statements, but only that 
he cannot expose and conquer every doubt and every nu-
ance of doubt lurking in the hearts and minds of men and 
binding them to their miserable pettiness. He does not en-
joy seeing them suffer for their foolbhness. He would take 
their burden from them if he could-if Uiey would let him, 
Kamal: I have understood that it b indeed not a totally 
novel experience to feel the truth of something as if oneself 
were the_only one that_eve_r_felt it. Itjs thb_commonplace 
sentiment that has always in"spired the fanatics of every re-
ligious and secular ideology. 
Vairagya Vidya: But do you not fear Uiat by acknowJedg-
mg thb you are close to courting scepticism or agnosticbm? 
Kamal: I do not intend that. I merely want to avow my 
quest of truth—not systematised, codified, or symbolised 
partial truth—but the fullest possible measure of plenary 
Truth. I want to fully commit my life to the search for that 
FuUness. When I hear your wotds or those of other Kisna-
conscious syes , they communicate this fuUness; then I feel 
the kinship ofsoub I can deeply respect. 
I do not wish to imply that I have great respect for my-
self or my own power of discrimination. How could that 
be? Do I not have occasion to witness more than anyone 
my own defeats? Do I not know how I serve fear, sorrow, 
and lust? Do I not know how weak I really am? Do I not 
know that I can also forget all my defects and be falsely 
proud? I feel my own inadequacy—and I feel some compas-
sion for my fellow creatures, as we are similarly afflicted. 
But I feel respect only for the order of my Krsna-conscious 
masters. I asphe to be worthy of their association. I find in 
their company the fulfillment of the potential of my own 
soul. I find in them honesty, beauty, and truth. Through 
them I perceive the attraction of Krsna. 
Vairagya Vidya: It would be well to explore the nature of 
our relationship with that all-Attractive One. 
Kamal: Ideas come to me when I really grope for them. 
But most of the time I am engrossed in banalities and not 
consciously aware of myself and my relationship to the 
world of spiritual ideas. 
Vairagya Vidya: The spiritual idea is the real Reality. The 
worid itself is the extension of the sphitual idea of Krsna: 
pargyare^o manasaiva visvam srjatyavatyaU gunairasahgah. 
The Lord of spiritual and material existence creates and 
annUiilates the worid by His Mind only, but He is never 
contaminated by material attachments. 
The spirituej idea b nevertheless invbible to ocular per-
ception. But we should understand that our organic vision 
b strictly non-etemal. 1 may be seeing you now, but soon I 
wUl not be seeing you, And your vbible features which are 
now seen shall be transforming. It is only by uncovering 
our siiinlua! vision that we have the opportunity of reaUy 
xeing something. Spiritual vision is possible in the efful-
gence of the Sphitual Object of sight. Just as we see 
ond of night, upon being ourselves seen by the sun 
analogous manner we see spiritually at the end of the night 
of ignorance when Krsna arises in our heart. By Hb Divine 
Grace our faculty of vision Is bathed in the balm of our 
tears of love for Godhead and spiritual vision b bestowed 
upjin us. Thus the devotee's introspection yields the per-
ception of the Absolute, which is not less real than the em-
piricists' external perception of the limited concrete but b 
the factual Reality. The empiricists' conception of the Ab-
solute Truth is also vitiated due to hb being whoUy circum-
bcrihed by the material horizon. 
The common materialistic understanding of the word 
Erpna is not the real meaning of the scund Krsna. Ktsna is 
the Supreme Lord. Me has a specific Potm: the concen-
trated embodiment of the spiritual principles of Exbtence, 
Cognition, and Bliss. He has no beginning. He is the begin-
ning. He is nourishing everything that is. He b the Cause of 
all causes. One can meditate on Krsna thusly: 
/. the power of consciousness within this mind and bo-
dy, du meditate upon the all-pervading Personality of God-
head. He is fully present everywhere. Krsna is the exalted 
Supreme Entity. His will comes true. His name, form, attri-
butes and pastimes are eternal. He is all-attractive. His name 
cxprc.s.'ies the highest perfection of existence. His glories are 
(loimdless and not tainted by mutations in time—the time 
which ix the operative principle of change in the form of 
origination, sustenance, and destruction and consists of a 
limitless number of units like seconds, minutes, and hours 
up to vast epochs. Krsna has as the instruments of His 
mighty sport an infinite number of individual souls bound 
fl.s icell as free and also the physical universes which pass 
Ihnnigh amazing and endless evolutions. Krsna is the inner 
I'.ulcr of finite selves and the non-sentient nature. Such a 
.'Supreme Brahman is the Reality to be known. The Veda-
/?,7. Yajur, Soma, and Atharva—branching forth thousand-
(okl, hcginningless and endless in its unbroken tradition, 
embody ing the Ultimate Truth, is the basis of knowledge. 
' Itn. Ihi'iv be any insuperable difficulty for us, possessed of 
this nwgnificent vision of Reality? 
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DRUCIS 
All life is consciousness, at billions of varyini; 
levels. Man is on the fourth .step of the 
evohilionary staircase. Behind liim are the 
animal, plant, and earth kiniidom.s. Ahead 
lie forly-five more steps to e.xperiena- before 
he returns to the central Isle of Paradise. Man 
is on llic brink of movinj;, if he wishes 
(tniUviduaUy), into the fifth sta^c, or the 
fourth dimension, where he \vill have two 
extra senses (clairvoyance and clairaudience); 
where the planet upon which he continues 
his evolution will be in its intended, balanced, 
Eden condition (as larth once was)? where 
\)otlution of any kind will not exist, nor be 
permitted; where the Brotherhood of Man 
will be a livinj; reality; where conscious 
coniniunicatton with the nature spirits and 
angelic kingdoms will normal and natural; where 
man's daily work will be at harnessing the 
cosmic energies in creative works, full of 
joy; where two talally new primary colors 
will form part of his extended vision; where 
every landscape will be a kaleidoscope of color and 
and Ufe and music; where man will know, 
hear, and commune with the Creator 
at every moment. In order to make such 
a transition man must expand his present 
three-dimensional awareness sufficiently to be, 
firstly, aware Ihat there is in fact such an 
opportunity awaiting him, and then, able 
to take right action to prepare - for it is 
no idle matter. 'The new Heaven and new 
I'iirth' will not be delivered to erring 
mankind on a silver plate, he must do 
his individual share of the repair 
work required, beginning with himself, 
and whether he likes it or not, knows il or no 
not, purity of body, mind and .soul arc his 
divine goals. Quite a tall order for many 
souls, but a mere trifle to Ihe beautiful 
Quldten being born today - tot they 
are the new race of Mankind. 
Given that life is consciousness, then for 
man's life to grow, his conscious awarenwss 
must expand; his Universe-awareness. All life 
is , or rather should be, constant change -
upwards - not downwards or circular as is 
the fashion today. All drugs have consciousness 
levels of their own, which are fixed, unchanpng 
and will always remain a part of this physical, 
three-dimensional worid. If you must have 
drugs then you must be content with the 
present lifc-stylc, for they arc inseparably 
related. Man often used drugs to gain four-
dimensional effects and to escape three-
dimensional hangups, but in these he cannot 
succeed. The nature of drug bliss, when 
compared to life in the above, scantly-
described New World, would be as living 
in a New York sewer is to living in a glorious 
mountain garden. And it is the very action of 
taking; the drug, a self-imposed confinement 
which prevents him from seeing Ihe simple 
truth. The truth will only be revealed 
nalurally - through purity. 
It will serve well bcrc to give a very 
simpliTicd table of consciousness ratings 
for individual drugs. Purists forgive mc. 
Marijuana and hashish gets a rating of S, varying 
upwards with quality and dosage to rating 
10, which mushrooms have - on to pcyotc/ 
mescaline at IS, and LSD at 20. Alcohol 
would get a bclow-zcro rating because it revives 
the sub-animal traits In man. As for cocaine, 
heroin, opium, speed, downers, etc., if anyone 
is still offering arguments for theh use, then he 
should read no further. Tobacco is killing 
man because it is sprayed with deadly chemicals. 
Organically it is relatively harmless, but it is 
addtcth'c. Addiction b the key word . Whilst 
man remains addicted, whether it be to Ihe 
obvious drugs, or whether it be to food, 
sex, money, power, surfing, music, 
intellrctualism, gambling, organized religion 
ot cups of tea (most of which ate beautiful 
in moderation and in their rightful places, 
but all become drugs when misapplied and 
abused), he is bound to that established order. 
He just cannot move into new spheres. 
At this point I must say that it was via my own 
personal, drawn-out experiences vrith these 
drugs, and my consequent straight period that 
I now put some revelations to paper. It is not 
the purpose of writing to gain converis. 1 am 
vniting this because 1 love you. Wc are all 
brothers and sisters. These beautiful facts 
urge mc on. 
When I finLdiscovercd marijuana, let us 
say Ihat my consciousness was at zero, for 
50 it was, in terms of God-awareness. Certainly 
I'd been told of a God at Sunday school, but 
his teal nature was smothered in masses of 
false beliefs, and so I became an atheist. Most 
atheists come from a church unbringing. Thus 
my first year of smoWng dope saw a journey 
Crom 0 lo 5. It was a truly eductitional 
expcrionoc, highly experimental, even spiritual, 
mostly outrageously happy (or funny) -
but many times indiscreet (uncool), a fact 
that the experienced smokers soon let rac 
know, usually quite subtly. Consequently 
the second and third years were passed becoming 
adept as supprcs.sing those .spontaneous 
outbursts, teaming to be cool, learning to 
suppress also my personal hangups which 
dope rather rapidly brought to the surface -
my fears. Tlius only the controlled groove 
manifested. Also during these years the 
tripping drugs were amply sampled .so my 
consciousness was now floating around 
the 20 mark. But apathy with a giant 
'A' reigned supreme, though loud 
rock music was flourishing, hypnotically 
battering my vulnerable .senses into 
submission. 
The fourth year saw the first inklings that 
dope may not have been the god 1 had made 
it. Why was 1 no longer getting the beautiful 
sustained highs? Why was 1 looking for 
something new? Wasn't dope everything? All 
heads have wiggcd onto the fact that 
dope highs arc temporary states. The futility 
of this was now beginning to upset my apple-
cart. In other words, drugs weren't the ultimate 
stone. They were not able to transport me int 
the new realms, realms that dope had in fact 
helped mc to become aware of, though 1 later 
discovered that even the brief flights away 
were merely visits to the upper reaches of 
the earthbound Astral Region - an area of 
self-indulgent souls The Vanallen Belt 
which separates the Astral from the Heavens 
cannot be passed, speaking of the individual, 
by any unnatural, selfish or polluted 
means. It separates pollution from purity, 
and poUution includes all drugs. 
Those people who argue (and 1 was one) that 
grass, mushrooms, peyote, etc. are natural, 
organic, and so on - so its's okay to indulge -
should try to took at it from a consciousness 
viewpoint and it will (perhaps) become clear 
that they arc clutching straws. Others who say 
that they can take it or leave it severely reshrict 
their progress each time they take it. Still 
others say they must have it to handle the 
cities. In many cases the city has also become 
a drug, of security. Man does not have to live 
there. These arguments arc bedde the point -
completely. 
1 am happy for my initial drug experiences for 
allowing me for the first time to receive, and to 
give some real joy, and love, and truth. It 
docs not follow, however, because my 
consciousness received a jolt through drugs, tha 
they arc necessary experience for all mankind. 
Indeed I cannot say that they were even a 
necessary experience for myself. Though I do 
believe that the initial drug movement 
of our generation, the Hippie love and nature 
disturbance in tho West of U.S.A., was insphed 
from the right quartets. Its message is now 
mostly buried - under tons of cigarette papers. 
God only knows what I would be doing now had my 
four stoned years been straight ones. Perhaps 
1 may have attempted suicide, and pcilv.ips in 
that moment some enlightenment may have 
come - for it docs come to different people 
in differing ways - at the brink of suicide; 
falling out of a tree; gazing into a clear 
night sky;growing a flower; hearing a loud 
voice inside one's head; watching a caterpillar 
become a butterfly; and even, in odd cases, 
through normal religious channels. Commensurate 
to their efforts in previous lives, many people 
are born with their conscious awareness already 
developed way past 20. Tliesc are very sensitive 
souls to whom drugs bring either nothing at all, 
or unhappiness and chaos. Dope should 
simply have acted as an alarm clock for those 
of our generation who were still sleeping. But it 
wasn't enough lo get him out of bed. No 
external force can do that for him. Those 
who pursue dope are still dozing; their 
action may be likened to the person who 
loves to sleep in, and who continually refuses 
to hear the alarm. Eventually he will slip 
mto a coma and see no signs at all. The 
Oiildren today are fully awake and out 
of bed - they need no catalyst. 
To illustrate consciousness more fully, there 
is the story of two Americans, travelling in 
India, who in the early LSD days, talked a 
Hindu Yogi into trying out this "new" 
incredible Western drug" (the pure Sandos 
variety) which Ihcy promised would "perform 
miracles" for the Yogi's consciousness. 
Excitedly the visitors gave the mnoccnt man the 
equivalent of four full acid trips. They waited 
waited. Nothing happened. The Yogi's 
consciousness was atxive that of acid - above 
20. Had he wished to experience the lesser 
level he would naturally have had a comedown, 
not an upliftmcnt. The Hindu's only remarks 
to the disillusioned, confused Americans 
was: "If this is yet another concept of your 
Western God, then I still want no part of 
it 1" That simple story helped me greatly. 
It was at this stage, of searching, and when 
I began throwing a "no thanks" into 
the firmly entrenched pipe chcle, that 
the first, and very real negative aspects 
of a drug society appeared to mc. It is 
true I was addicted. Many say they aren't 
but just try to break away. Test it. 1 once 
observed a brother of mine suffer three days 
of withdravral headaches and pahi, and character 
crises. His addiction had been seven cups of tea 
each day, which he didn't realize until he 
accepted the challenge to test that addiction. 
In my case, pressure from all sides swung 
into action - from friends, from unseen 
negative forces and from self. Self suddenly 
had a giant security problem. I was attcmptuig 
to give something away before I had been given 
the full picture of why. Self also feared the 
thought of being a straight, for there is an 
exclusive scene amongst heads which regards 
straights as being way off the beam. Old 
friends began to apply pressure to "stop 
this nonsense". Often this was purely 
because they loved mc. Little did they 
suspect that I also loved them. Such 
a dcddon would ccrtahily bring about a split. 
But very often theh reactions came because 
they did not want somethhig to happen that 
may have forced them to revalue their own 
lives. "Heaven forbid! Wc don't want to 
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The Hallucinogenic drugs.including marijuana, 
did have one very teal constructive 
contribution to make to my life, over and 
above that ability to give temporary relief from 
tensions. The latter proved destructive when 
pursued past a certain point. Dope's true 
function was to increase my sensitivity to, 
my awareness of the hypocrisies and sicknesses 
within both my immediate environment and 
the people and things which daily affected 
my being - like food, pollution, medicine, 
governments, morals, social inequalities, 
etc. But most significantly, dope 
vividly illustrated my own inner sicknesses and 
fears. Moreover I began to question and 
reject these hypocrisies rather than confoTm 
as was the normal, prevailing, and apathetic 
response. 
To illustrate this point, I remember I was 
driving into Melbourne city one Saturday 
noontime, just as all the stores had closed. 
I was cxttemcly stoned. A most evil, horrible 
sight confronted mc as I motored across 
Princes Bridge. Pouring uncontrollably down 
Swanston Street towards me was 3 sccfhing 
tidal wave of people, grey and unhappy, 
bustling one another, both footpaths so 
crammed that people spilled onto the 
roadway so that only one traffic lane 
remained. I'm still not certain how I got 
through the ailing mass, for the intensity 
of the battle outside was merely equalling 
that of the warfare incited within my own 
mind. In other words I was freaking out, which, 
for tho uninitiated, is a temporary (mostly) 
state of insanity (or perhaps increased 
insanity). Dope had raised my senses 
to the point where I was rejecting the 
situation, it becoming totally ugly and 
unreal, and a complete transgression of 
natural law. Had I not been stoned, my 
straight, everyday conditioned consciousness 
would have accepted it, probably with 
a cynical laugh inside. But also, the 
occasion showed me one of my own fears • 
that of claustrophobia. It .seems to be common 
practise for man to waive a.side his faults and his 
fears with such catch phrases as;"You can't change 
human nature", or "We can't live hke Jesus 
Oirist" or "Nobody's perfect", liven the 
wonderful Piscean science of Astrology is 
udcd to support certain behaviour, like: 
"I'm a LeOjSO it's cool to be an ego-maniac", 
or "I'm Taurus, stubbornness and no-co-
opctation arc simply a part of mc". Tills 
is escapist misguidance -avoiding the 
real issue, It is the lot of man to develop 
all of his positive characteristics and to 
phase out the negative. Every man will 
one day recognize that truth. By allowing 
me to step outside of my physical body, 
and to look back at my real self, dope 
could have assisted my evolution, if 1 
had acted immediately upon my glaring 
weaknesses. Being given a true 
picture of self often proved a freaky 
and traumatic experience for mc, 
so much so that the control (which 
1 explained some paragraphs back) 
was brought to bear. Tliis is the 
very point where dope loses its usefulness. 
Its real value was lost as 1 consistently 
refused to look at and appraise myself, 
ever ready to groove on illusion. Tlic 
alternative reality, and I don't mean 
Swanson St. at peak hour, and which 
reveals itself only as man eliminates 
his faults and fc ary Is a groove beyond 
description. It s potential is endless 
as universal growth is. 
There arc some truths in the Bible, two 
being "unless you become again as 
a little child you can in no way enter 
mto the Kingdom", and "the meek 
shall uiherit the Earth". It was tlie 
understanding of these truths, and 
my consequent involvement with, and 
obscrvarions of the beautiful unspoiled 
love and humility of children that 
the fact of Ihe need for major alterations 
in my life was rammed home. 
Change we must - for all eternity, the 
only thing we can be absolutely certain 
of is change. The universe is expanding 
every moment. Man has 
free will to move with it, to add his 
positive, creative construction to 
the whole, or to remain in his nanowing 
groovc,uttimately conforming, and so, 
destroying. Because man must alsvays 
change, if he docs not change for the 
better he will change for the 
worst. To the very extent that he 
deshoys so will he be destroyed. This 
is Cosmic Law - not punishment meted 
outbya"Codof vengeance", as 
diabolically depicted by the Church, 
but rather os a result of an automatic Law 
of return (karma) which exists tiuoughout 
the Universo -perfect justice- perfectly 
administered, by self. God is love. 
So where were the answers I sought? 
How could I feel love, feel music, 
without these temporary excursions into 
the Astral Region? Each time I partook 
of a drug, my consciousness, which was 
now fighting to move on past 20, was 
aniMtcd, anchored to levels 5-20. Down 
periods rcsuhcd, extreme discontent. 
Looking back, I sec that I was really 
fooUng around with toys which had 
outgrown their usefullncss -especially 
when considering that the Aquarian 
Oiildren being born onto the planet 
today would record a consciousness 
rating of about 800 (on the above 
scale), I was of use lo the negative 
forces because 1 was conforming 
to their plan. Tliey do not want man 
to awaken. It would be bad for business. 
Eventually doiie will be legalized and 
become the booze of tomorrow, but only 
when the economy manipulators have 
complete control of it. Tobacco companies 
aheady have theh legal experimental 
marijuana plantations. It appears certain, 
should (here be sufficient time left, 
that grass will be grown, commercially, 
on a similar scale to tobacco. Wliat 
automatically foUows such fiourings 
of Nature is the need for pest-controUing. 
DDT would be introduced. Inorganic grass! 
Quality would diminish; honicgrowing 
would be illegal as moonwhining, and 
enforced? try to imagine drive-in joint 
shops; and eventually the law would 
come that any citizen caught driving 
a motoi vehicle with mote than a 
0.5 cannabis content level in his 
brain would be prosecuted. Tlie 
possibilities are familiarly, sickcningly 
endless. Please sec the reality of this 
atuation. True, dope was once 
a tool for enlightenment and thus was 
anti-cstabllshnient, but it is fast 
becoming accepted in 'high-places' 
In the Universal Plan, and gets on with it 
with vigor. His niche invariably, unfailingly 
involves service, unselfish loving service to 
fellow creatures. So many form of so-called 
spiritual development techniques today, such 
as yoga, meditation, fasting, etc, arc done 
with a selfish motive. Consequently it is not 
the spirit which develops. Self-development is 
a very subtle thing. Tlierc is a razor sharp 
line which separates a selfish acl from an 
unselfish act - as it is with all oppositcs. 
Wlien doing his own thing in service to all 
levels of consciousness below him, man 
immediately attracts the service of Ihose 
above him. His spiritual development 
thus becomes automatic, and mostly un-
conscious. Of course this should be 
unconscious anyway, for if a man watches for 
his owTi development then it is merely 
an extension of selfishness. What may, and 
does happen, is that he is working in the 
garden one day, pouring his love into the 
plants and the earth-life, when suddenly 
he finds himself seeing and communicating 
with a nature sphit, and the beautiful realization 
of this new moment lifts his soul with joy -
unconscious attuncmcnt. Enlightenment 
lias often been mistakenly envisioned as 
something man creates within himself. In one 
sense that is true. He must create the 
opportunity. But light is something 
given lo man form outside, as a reward for 
loving service, self-discipline, loving God 
and one another, and fot showing himself 
to be worthy of increased trust and 
knowledge ~ for knowledge brings 
respoiisibihty. Our nuclear scientists 
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W.' I say, Blake, could I 
jjifi speak to you alone?" 
Dope is now used to hold man down. 
Us initial success, in Hippie days, by 
arousing thoughts of love, Nature, 
and God, has now whittled down severely. 
Wlicther man grows his own, in which case there 
hangs the constant threat of the law or whether 
he buys it, with ditty pieces of paper from an 
equally filthy economic system, he must always 
remain a part of the System. Dope-taking, 
at this critical stage, serves only to keep man in 
a rut, merely on a liighcr level of awareness than 
the countless other ruts of the Old Worid. Simply 
a more-aware rut, but heading nowhere special, 
because apathy and short-sightedness rule. If 
man is content to pursue life within such a 
rotting framework of negativity, he has the 
God-given free will to do so, and, if he so 
deshes, to experiment under similar conditions 
for billions of years. Boredom must arise, and 
one day he will leave the addictions behind. 
Then, because revelations become automatic 
as soon as man shows he is sincerely trying, 
he will be given Ihc true picture of Life and 
how to live its simple and joyous Laws. True 
progress will be revived, replacing dormancy. 
AU fears will swiftly dcpait - fot an 
understanding of Life brings an understanding 
of the illusion of death. 
There is a Third World functioning on the 
planet today - not necessarily that one 
represented by tntellcetualism and protest 
(indeed that is anotiier world), but rather it 
is a very beautiful area of consciousness 
filled by many wonderful, fearless souls 
•,«uch as Tolkien, Gandhi, Gibran,Gallico, 
Yogananda(Beethoven, Blake, Bach, and 
so on - whose works adorn the book 
shelves of many a head. The heads claim 
these saints, particularly Tolkien and 
Blake, to be a part of theh worid, when in 
fact they arc all straight, but of the new 
Aquarian standard of love and truth. This 
is the real Third World, and it is not exclusive. 
Tolkien and co. have permanent access to the 
Nirvanian inspiration, not via drugs, but 
naturally, because theu own unselfish 
toilings have unlocked the door which 
man closed upon himself. Tliat key is 
being offered to all of us, as it has 
always been. WEafc all Tolkiens, 
in embryo. 
True enlightenment comes only when 
man finds his own thing, his own niclic 
(to single out one group among.st a 
guilty thousand) have overlooked that 
simple law. Man must earn enlightment. 
Thus our scientists peer through their 200 
inch, three dimensional telescopes and 
see nothing of Ihc many higher worlds that 
encircle us, that beg us come. Yet his 
simple gardener may understand the whole 
Omnivcrse. 
Tlic cycles of the Universe will continue with 
split-second liming whether man catches the 
bus or not. Many individuals will catch it, 
with the Children. It will require of him 
nought but to be willing and open-minded -
to work, hard work buy joyous - not at the 
development of brains, but rather of intuition, 
recognizing truth instantly. All the answers 
man now opcn-mindcdly seeks are available. 
If he thinks that the inhabitants (our Elder 
Brothers) of higher dimensions take dope 
and acid, then he is quite entitled to - but 
he will have hard limes ahead, I liave sampled, 
and prefer the natural, the true allemative, 
which is functioning beautifully at 'Shalam' 
and 'Carranya' fraternities in Western 
Australia. It is simple, joyful, fulfilling, 
pure and real, in harmony with nature -
so it works. There is the pattern for all 
to sec, to profit by, and to spread. 
There is a physical reaction which precedes 
every psychic (or hallucinigenie) drug 
experience. Without the invocation of the 
pituitary gland, no such experiences would 
be possible. The pituitary is situated in the 
centre of man's head, connected to the 
underside of the brain. Medical journals will 
have it explained simply as the gland which 
regulates important body functions such as 
growth=though Ihcy do give it the alternative 
title - the master gland. Just how 'masterly* 
is unknown by material science for the 
ftland also controls an area of human experience 
little understood by our medical "whiz-
kids" and that is the psychic. 
Wlien and only when the psychic aspect 
of this master gland is open, is man 
able to tap his spiritual rcscrvoi, Tlie 
reason that children arc born psychic 
and all-loving is that (in most cases) Ihcy 
enter this world with everything, 
functioning in its natural manner - which 
of course includes aU aspects of the 
pituitary gland. Cliildron live in, what 
appears lo most"giown-ups" (and I 
use the term loosely), a fantasy world -
but it is actual reality, for the children 
jre communicating with other 
dimension.s, which is the natural 
heritage of all mankind. Every 
individual had .such experiences as 
children, but depending upon their 
environment and the ignorant but 
well-meaning pleas of parents and 
friends not to indulge in the "unreal" 
these wonderful moments soon lost 
their place in life. How many parents 
today would encourage a child who 
admits to havrng-conversation with 
a fairy in the garden? 
And so, the rate of man's conditioning 
determines how soon the pituitary's 
psychic functions will close. Tliis 
action of closing also refiects 
Nature's protective measures, the 
gland being extremely sensitive and 
thus having great difficulty handling 
the mounting gross and negative 
vibrations of today's existence -
especially in the cities. 
Ilalluctnigcnic drugs force this gland 
to open, thus bringing about the 
'trip' state, because the user's 
sensitivity to his emotions, his mental, 
and his environment is heightened enormously, 
varying Mth the strengths of the drugs. It is 
not the drug itself which creates the 
consciousness change but rather the 
invoking of the pituitary's beautiful 
powers. l'"ortunately its natural action is 
to close again when Ihe drug's cfl"ectivcness 
has ceased, but man is toying with the 
distinct possibiUties of both glandular 
damage and severe mind disturbances - by 
laying this sensitive endocrine open to 
the insanities of modern environment. 
It is therefore closed for very good reasons. 
It should only be opened via natural 
conditions and progression - and natural 
diet and environment, and a peaceful, 
creative and God-loving atmosphere -
and can only be opened permanently 
under these conditions anyway. 
Tlic pituitary gland, Uke tonsils and 
appcndbi, is a wonderful friend to man. 
Tlie Creator did not make anything to 
be abused or removed. He is not wasteful 
Everything has its function, and the 
pituitary, if nurtured Uke a babe, will 
assist man fo find the love and the 
spirit he seeks - even for those who seek 
those very things tiirough attacking 
(innocently) the same gland with 
drugs. 
Tlie education/experiment period, wluch 
always precedes such a change as Earth 
wiU soon witness, ended some time 
ago. Sadly, man little knows that he is 
now in the action cycle. Wlien the ship 
is sinking it is nut the time to sit 
on the deck and meditate. Very 
soon tliis glorious planet wUl be 
peopled only by completely mdependent 
and loving souls - able to feed and 
clothe, govern and think for themselves 
- a Universal normality but an 
Earth rarity. Unfortunately man 
is educated to be dependent upon 
everyone and everything but himself. 
This of course Includes dope 
Nevertheless it is still upon his own 
consciousness to recognize his 
dependencies and toss them 
out. Independence must, and vrill 
come to be an outstanding dynamic 
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in man's (jfc, 
A friend and teacher told mc of his 
only experience with drugs (apart 
from tobacco). He was given 
chloroform in a dentist't chah. 
The gas filled his he?.d with pleasant, 
dreamy thoughts which gently vanished 
mto sleep. Upon awakening, his walk 
was clumsy but enjoyable, and his head 
StiU rung satisfyingly - not a care in the 
worid. He was even prone to joyful 
giggles. This graduaUy disappeared -
though not sadly. He paid the dentist. 
left the surgery happy for this new 
experience, but not to the extent 
that he considered returning the 
next day for another extraction, 
another hit. 
Man is constantly tetutnlng fot "just 
petrov 
THE CONSPIRACY UNMASKED 
"The Petrov Consphacy Unmasked" could 
hardly have been reissued at a more opportune 
time considering the climate of conspiracy which 
Ls "government" in the U.S.A., and the A.S.I.O. -
Ustasha frolics here in Australia. In fact, 
under Ihe white thle on the stark black cover we 
fine "ASIO's criminal activiiics revealed -
Watergate in Australia". Tliis book was 
originally pubUshcd in 1956 under the 
authorship of a W.B. Brown, but the 
1973 edition foreword, signed by Ccdric 
Ralph indicates that the book was written 
by people who had "dhect experience " 
with the Petrov Commission, and rather 
than pubUsh all names he (Ralph) chose 
to puhUsh no names at all. This is the 
only quibble I have with the cntuc book -
I would dearly love to know who was involved 
in this authorship of this well-researched, wcU 
argued, weU written attack on the capitaUst 
ruling class in Australia and its savage notions of 
"law" and "justice". 
The writer of the foreword is an adherent to 
the Communist Party of AustraUa (M-L) and this 
stands out clearly in his introduction, which contM-
ns a tart attack on the CPA and the SPA as "... 
deserters of Communism", as well as highly 
diverting remarks such as..."lhe Petrov affair 
was concchrcd by the AustraUan authorities when 
Stalin was stiU alive and when, under his 
leadership, the Soviet Union was a sociaUst 
country", and "...The fact that it was 
Khrushchov who took the initiative hi 
action against Beria rather suggests that 
Beria was a genume Communist". Evidently 
Mr. Ralph is a bit of a haid-Uner, but this is 
made very clear at the outset. 
The book argues the Une which is now 
generaUy accepted as the truth on the Petrov 
affah: that is, that in conjunction with 
U.S. hitentions for atomic war m Asio 
(Korea, Vietnam, China) and in a 
worldwide atmosphere of McCarthyism, the 
AustraUan Secret PoUce and the Mcnzics 
government conspucd to aeate an 
anti-communist hysteria which would 
forever destroy the AJ.P. and aUow for 
the banning of communism, and popular 
support for possible war in Asia. 
The author(s) foUwo a chronolo^cal 
pattern with the arrival in AustraUa 
of Petrov, the national and mtcmational 
poUtical Positions, menzies' attacks on 
dvU liberties, right through to the 
wooing and winning of Petrov. The 
second half of the book is turned over 
to an examination of the Royal Commission, 
its reactionary, bigoted competition, its 
activities, its iUcgaUties, its inquisitorial 
persecutions, and its judgmcnU (if 
they can be graced with Ihat designation). 
The authors do not have to rely on polemics 
to prove theu case. Instead they have reUcd 
almost cnthely on the sworn evidence from 
the transcripts of the leading protagonists 
in the Coii\mission, which, being fuU of 
contradictions, should have been enough 
to end the entire proceedings. Even the 
Conservative or uncommitted reader 
would probably squhm on reading the 
conflicting evidence of Mi and Mrs 
Petrov, which often enough was at 
variance with security witnesses anyhow, let 
alone the conclusions of the commissioner 
themselves. What with forged documents, 
non-existent U.S. $25 bills, mistaken dates 
V(i,.BMPCfr /-f*i>» lUCeufiu tUJ fiSi) 
and so on, it was wonact that anyone 
took the Petrovs seriously. It is 
a matter of great concern, non as then, 
that the (Commissioners and theh 
counsel did so. 
The author(s) demolish the legal 
aspects of the Commission. 
From the askbig of leading questions, 
the smearing and harassing of witnesses, 
the restriction of cross-examination, 
the invasion of legal confidence, the 
baning of Evatt, the refusal to let 
defence witnesses and lawyers to see 
the documents on vyhich the enthe 
Comrmsaon was based, to the 
acceptance and encouragement of 
the use of second and thhdhand 
hearsay and the use of the so-called 
independent Commissioners of private 
•formation; the enthe proceedings 
of the Commission have no relation 
to any concept of justice (unless 
hijustice is a concept of justice). The 
Commissioners repeatedly came to 
condudons which bear no relationship 
to the sworn evidence viz. the long 
chapter • caUed "Cases worth comment", 
practlculaily the Sharkey case. 
The book pays some attention to 
the poUtical crucifixion of Evatt 
(designated by Ralph in the foreword 
as a Uberal capitalist) but its major 
concern is, naturaUy enough for the 
Unked attacks on the C.P.A. by Press, 
Commission, Liberal and Country 
Party, and the right wing A.L.P. 
It demonstrates quite dearly the 
sordid McCarthyist cUmatc of 
the times, which has only sUghtly 
moderated today, and only for a 
portion of a certain generation, and 
while its subject matter is depressing 
m its parade of mjustice and Ues, the 
book is certainly worth reading. It is 
clearly laid out and the use of 
conflicting eridence is dearly 
footnoted, and some of the scathuig 
attacks on the Commissioners and 
the polemics which the authors 
(rarely) lapse into, give the book 
necessary moments of Ught relief. 
Read it for a quick guide to the Aus-
traUan political process. Our review 
copy came courtesy of the East 
Wind Bookshop, EUzabeth a t y . 
K.W. 
another small one". But the smaU 
one is now a monster. Freedom, despite 
the apparent, and acclaimed inroads 
by drugs, remains the cry of man. 
•"The seek Him everywhere", 
dope taking, as with aU things physical 
has a gcginning and an enduig, but Life 
is eternal. 
JIVA 
Jhra Lawler, 
38 Gizerah Street. 
Mitchclton 
BRISBANE 4053 
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THE PHOTOCJRAPHY OF RtXK 
edited by Abby Hhsh (England:EIUs, 
1973) $4.95 
The role of photography m the rock wotldi 
is gaining mote attention. The field of 
petforming rock is d natural for photographers: 
long hau, spot lighting, dramatic spontaneous 
posturing, and the ever-present phallic 
symbols of guitar and microphone kave 
been the raw materials for outstandmg 
photographs. But the photographer has 
partidpated in the process as weU as 
recorduig it, formhig the symboUc images 
of the pcrformcn, so unportant m a 
field where the material bemg 
performed is so tight, unimpressed 
and obstructed that symbolism -
symbols of the performers themselves -
is at a premium. Jbn Hamilton's photot 
of Peter Townshend on the cover of 
Ihe Photography of Rick - teeth clenched, 
sneering, legs astride, right arm poised above 
his guitar - is as much a part of The Who 
as "my gcnciatlon" or "Pictures of Lily'" 
A book like this holds high promise. It is 
a coUection from the works of ten 
rock photographers, "mostly under thirty'' 
who have grown up with the music as a part 
of theh Jives and who have grown up using 
tape recorders and cameras and videotape 
machines as theh natural toob of communication.' 
Its subjects ate spread over some seven 
years, from the height of Beatlemania to 
the iinmcnscly complex and diverdficd world 
of lock In the caily 70's include the famous and 
the not so famous, the current and the passe, 
events Uke Woodstock and non-events Uke 
a Herman's Hermits concert in middle 
America - as rich and varied a field 
as you would wish. The tcchidcal staradaids 
are consistently high, and frequently 
inventive. 
The promise is only partly kept. 
Repetiveness jj one diaw back, as the 
same handful of phtotgenic superstare -
JopUn, Dylan, Jagger, Hendrix, Tlnai, 
Tiunei • reappear on page after page. The 
ori^nallty of many of the photographs 
is of f set by the sannlncss of many 
otheis. And perhaps most hnpoitant is 
lack of overall dhection. It's not a systematic 
phologtaphle hostory of rock, yet many 
of the pictures mcluded have little 
but historical hiterest and nor is its 
coverage comprehensive. • 
But despite these faults, the book 
is full of lots of things people fa anyway 
interested ui rock will enjoy: Lennon 
wearing an "Indict RockefeUer for 
Attica Murder" badge contrasted with a 
pensive, mop topped, white boleto 
wearing "John" at an early Beatles 
press conference'; Dylan olayfag electric 
guitar for the first time at the 1965 
Newport folk Festival; an agehig 
Chuck Berry, face lined and sweating 
beautiful long fingers curled around 
the neck of his guitar, a lovely sUouctte 
of Janis Joplin; a two page spread of 
Jeffenon Ahplan hi concern, with 
two superb close-ups of Grace SUck 
superimposed on the white background; 
and so one could continue. 
Two technical complaints about the 
book itself: a trivial one, misspelUng and 
misnamhig (Kchh Richard, Mike Land of the 
Beach boys); and a serious one: the 
buiding makes it hnpossible to open the 
pages out flat, so that photographs 
over two pages - and sorae of the best 
ones are - cannot be properly seen. 
Anisley Becker. 
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Have you ever tried to buy a record that 
is not released m AustraUa? If you have 
you wiU know how difficult it has been 
in Brisbane untU now. Fortunately, a 
couple of enterprising music enthusiasts 
have decided to do (bmetiilng about the 
situation and have started impoiting 
records dhectly from the U.S.A. and 
U.K. They call themselves "Revolution 
Records", and are situated in the Fun 
Poster Shop, Grand Ciintral Arcade, Queen 
St., Brisbane. 
• They offer a very wide range of overseas 
records not released in Austialia, as weU 
as pre-release albums such as the new 
' "Goats' Head Soup" album by the 
RoUing STones. 
If any particular record you want is not in 
stock. Revolution Records wiU import 
it for you, deUvery time beuig 3 4 
weeks. 
They are also running a mail order service 
for jazz lovers, called Universal Jazz Qub. 
Previously, jazz fans have been frustrated 
by the very Umitcd choice available hetc. 
particulaily when iccoids are icvicwcd 
in ovetscas magazines but arc not 
released in Australia. The maU order club 
members will be sent a very comprehensive 
catalogue every month comprising all 
the jazz records available in Iho U.S.A. 
This catalogue will blow your mmd when 
yoii see what can be obtamcdl 
So, fot all you music lovers and record 
collectors, whether your thing is 
Heavy Rock, Pop, Blues Classical, Jazz 
or otherwise, you wiU find this most 
encouraging news. Get along to 
Revolution Records and support a couple 
of guys who arc prepared to go to a bit 
of trouble to get the records you want. 
REVOLUTION RECORDS Dave Devine 
FUN POSTER SHOP. 
1 la Grand Central Arcade, 
BRISBANE. 
Now in Brisbane - U.K. and U.S.A. recordings available. If not in stock, 
we can get it for you. We specialise in records not otherwise available in 
Australia, and in pre-release records. 
JAZZ ENTHUSIASTS 
- JOIN THE UNIVERSAL JAZZ CLUB 
We can supply any jazz recording you desire. We import records from 
the U.S.A. and U.K. - Not otherwise available in Australia. 
Please fill out the coupon below and we will forward you FREE and with 
NO OBLIGATION a thorough list of local and overseas jazz recordings, 
and details of what we can do for you. 
UNIVERSAL JAZZ CLUB 
I la GRAND CENTRAL ARCADE 
BRISBANE NAME 
ADDRESS 
THE LOVES OF CASS McGUIRE 
Twelfth Night Theatre 
Fabeway Territory. 
WEll - Katherine Brisbane in the 
Australian the other day described 
Twelfth Night theatre as providuig 
entertainment for thcd busmess 
men. Surely, I thought, that 
can't be right - "Kean" and 
"Swan River Saga" were anything 
but thed busmessmans escapist 
theatre. But my illusions were soon 
to be shattered - theh current 
offerfag "The Loves of Cass McGuhc" 
is just that - fa fact it wiU probably 
make them even mote tited. 
The play itself is probably the 
main reason for this. It just doesn't 
work. Particia Jones, as the leading 
lady — Cass McGuire returning 
to hei highly bourgeois famUy in 
Ireland after a hash sUnging career 
fa the good aU U.S. of A. - has the 
posture and sonerous voice one 
would expect her to have. But - she 
deUvets aU her Unes at the same 
level - no attempt at aU to use 
tone as colour to give her Ifacs 
any meaning at aU, 
The same can be leveUed at 
most members of the cast - they 
look the part but don't sound it. 
Others sound the part but don't look 
h. All the cast just miss touching 
a real characterization. They don't 
quite make it. Reg (Cameron and 
Babs Wheelton as Mi^ Ingram 
(lethed EngUsh organist) and 
Trilby (letued speech teacher) are 
the exceptions. They offer 
supetb vignettes of a thed old 
couple at the end of tathct coloutless 
lives, existfag on tehashed and 
embellished memories. 
But - QvetaU the play taicly got off 
the ground - and one final 
bitch - where else fa Brisbane 
would you be charged 17 cents for 
a 10 cent can of soft drfak? 
Mate -Itsjust not worth it. 
LR.F. 
R & R: LA BOITE THEATRE 
Rep. have done it again. It is 
getting almost boring - aU year 
they have been presentfag excellent 
productions of exceUent plays. 
R & R is a stunnfag play, 
The first play of Mike GUes a 
Canbena PubUc Seivant it leUs 
the story of an AustraUan adviser to the 
Malaysian Government (Reg Mergher) 
who meets two Americans (Barry 
Otto & Peter Kamitz) on leave 
from Vietnam, fa a Kuala Lumpur 
bar. He takes them home to meet 
his wife. I can't tell you the 
rest - it would only spoil it 
for you if you go to sec U -
AND YOU SHOULD! 
The whole thing is fraught with 
menace from the beginning 
The first act, in the bat, is a series 
ofrisfag tensions leadfag no one 
knows quite where followed by 
signs of rcUef. Hauntfag and full 
of menace, the audience walks out 
for fatetval not quite sure what to 
expect. 
The second and thhd acts (two 
fatervals) build up an air of almost 
unbearable tendon and menace, 
an aU pervadmg atmosphere of repressed 
violence and sexuaU ty is built up 
to breaking point, the denouement 
should well be anri.-cUmatic, but 
Isn't. 
Peter Howitz is psycopathically 
superb; Barry Otto is probably 
marginaUy better - it is haid to tell 
his tole is sUghtly mote complex and 
less spectacular. Roy Meager is 
dightly less superb; at rimes he seemed 
a Uttle at sea fa the same emotional 
scenes - still to maintain a 
character such as he has to night 
after night would be an almost impossible 
task. 
Tetiy Whitehead as the AustraUans 
Wife is cast fa apparently the most 
normal role fa the play shows a high 
degree of abUity fa gettfag a few 
kinky quhk^ 
Leone Hardy is brilliant fa a smaU 
tole. 
Ovetall, one of the most devastatmg, 
hanowfag thought ptovoking and 
shatteting pieces of theatre fa Biisbane 
for a long, long time. 
To dhector Gary O'NeiU and his 
cast congratulations - and a request 
- please next time I go to see it hand 
out slecpfag piUs to the audience on 
theh way out. Ijust could not 
sleep after having Uved through 
one night of R & R. 
Dick Freeland. 
A MainRoads'Dcpt. Representative hasbeen 
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